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Reference Architecture for security-compliant
DevOps∗ 

Abstract 

This technical report presents RefA, a reference architecture for security-compliant DevOps. RefA consists 
of a set of models that illustrate the artefacts and practice areas to consider when implementing secure 
DevOps lifecycles. In addition, RefA describes people, proceses, and technology aspects to be considered 
in each practice area. Practitioners can use RefA for the purposes of designing and assessing security 
compliance of their DevOps lifecycles, while researchers may use RefA as a reference for setting up 
research roadmaps. RefA models result from combining the profound analysis of the IEC 62443-4-1 
standard for secure industrial products development, continuous software engineering literature review, 
and observations made in practice in context of a large industrial company during the past 5 years. The 
manuscript constitutes original, previously unpublished research. 

Keywords— DevOps, secure software engineering, DevSecOps, security compliance, continuous
software engineering

1 Objective and Contribution 

Security compliance is a major concern for industry [10]. Regulators create security standards to pursue baseline
security processes among organizations[13]. For companies adopting continuous software engineering, and
in particular DevOps practices and principles to develop industrial software products, security compliance has
become a challenge[8; 21]. In this context, several issues arose. We focus on the absence of reference models
that systematically describe and communicate the elements of security-compliant DevOps projects in the
industry [7] at diferent granularity levels.In recent years, we have conducted empirical research to develop
a Reference Architecture for security-compliant DevOps: RefA. By consulting RefA, practitioners and
researchers can gather an understanding of the practice areas and artefacts of a DevOps life-cycle compliant
with the security standard for industrial products development the IEC- 62443-4-1 standard [14].
RefA is useful to introduce secure software engineering aspects to project engineers, auditors, security
stakeholders, and business owners. They can visualize a higher level of the practice areas while zooming in
on-demand to a detailed level showing artefacts that are required for security compliance. For teams that
would like to achieve security compliance with the IEC 62443-4-1 standard, RefA includes summary tables
describing specifcations to implement RefAs areas in the compliance aspects of people, processes, and
technology.
The core of the RefA is the artefacts. They were initially collected via a literature review of the state-of-the-art
for security-compliant DevOps and later mapped with the IEC 62443-4-1 standard [14](c.f. RefA’s origins in
[7]). Subsequent continuous refnements, including extended literature reviews, and industrial observations
[1], improved the artefacts set and refned the relationships to build up the practice areas.
RefA diferentiates from contemporary practitioner models, e.g. [6],[26], in the systematic approach applied
for its development and its origins in a joint collaboration with a large industrial company.
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2 Reference Architecture for security-compliant DevOps 

The reference architecture (RefA) describes a DevOps life cycle including security elements derived from
requirements of the IEC 62443-4-1 standard, the well-known standard for the secure development process in
industry, as well as from secure agile development and DevOps best practices identifed in the state-of-the-art
and practice in a large industrial company during the past 5 years. Therefore, RefA is known in the industrial
practitioner’s context as a reference architecture for DevSecOps.

RefA’s elements are distributed according to the DevOps life cycle that is most popular for practition-
ers, depicting the DevOps phases: Plan, Code, Build, Test, Release, Deploy, Operate, and Monitor [22]. The
reader can consult the elements via two visualizations: the artefacts view which shows in detail the artefacts
and relationships, and the areas view showing software engineering and secure software engineering areas
that aggregate artefacts.

The artefacts view is implemented with class models of the UML-modeling language and is intended
to be understood without extra narrative. The areas view implementation follow an informal design with
color-coding where dark-purple boxes illustrate software engineering areas, while light purple boxes remark
security-related software engineering areas. RefA’s elements are identifed with the following notation: XX#.
where XX is the code of the DevOps Phase, and # sequential number. To diferentiate areas from artefacts,
areas start with A- before the element name.

In the following sections, for each DevOps phase, we present a) the RefA models together with a de-
scription focusing on the security compliance aspects, and b) the summary of known/recommended practices
for the security-related areas.
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2.1 DevOps Phase Plan 

The DevOps Phase Plan is the start of the DevOps life cycle. In this phase, the Dev, Ops, and Security teams
establish the settings for their collaboration in order to accomplish the objectives of developing, building,
packaging, deploying, and operating a software product [16].

Such setup can occur in two steps: frst, the business-wide one where the value stream is organized
into several teams interacting to deliver the value stream, and second, the product-related one where the teams
organize their work to deliver features. Being DevOps based on agility, the reader may notice that such levels
relate to scaled agile and agile development. Align to this, we took as reference the Scaled Agile Framework
SAFe together with our research in the industry and described the DevOps Plan Phase in two levels: the
Program Level, and the Team Level.

2.1.1 Plan Program Level 

This phase includes security practices that apply to a unique software product or a set of software products
belonging to a value stream. Several artefacts of the IEC 62443-4-1 standard practice of Security Management
are to be realized in this phase [14]. RefA depicts in fgure 1 the areas and artefacts of the DevOps Plan
Phase at the Program level. In the following, we describe these models referencing the elements with the
corresponding RefA identifcation (RefA-Id). RefA Id follows the notation A-XX# for areas and XX# for
artefacts. For RefA, in a security-compliant DevOps cycle, stakeholders should ensure that security is highly
integrated into the process. To this aim, during the Program Backlog Management (A-PP1), the program
backlog (PP1) should include backlog items (PP-2) that trigger the realization of Process-related requirements
(PP3) referring to the security processes of Team Security Training and Capabilities Management (A-PP2), and
Security Standards Applicability Analysis (A-PP4). In the Security Training and Capabilities Management
area (A-PP2), stakeholders should ensure sufcient security qualifcations for team members, the aim is that
members can identify and manage security risks in their roles. Business owners and security managers should
procure accurate security training according to the organizational structure (see artefacts PP9, PP10, and
PP11 in fgure 1). In the Security Standards Applicability Analysis area (A-PP4), stakeholders defne a set of
security-standard requirements that the project should comply with. Business owners, security specialists,
and project team analyze security standards according to pre-defned applicability criteria (see artefacts PP12,
PP13, PP14, and PP15 in fgure 1). Companies are urged by regulators to provide documentation compliance
evidence describing team management (PP8) and security standards’ scope for the project (PP7).

To close the cycle, RefA emphasizes that security processes infuence the System Development
Process (A-PP3) and its Continuous Improvement (see the relationship among PP8, PP7, PP5, and PP4).
This means that security-compliance practices must build over regular agile engineering practices. This
last statement, although logical, in practice is not so common, as secure development processes are often
described in another swim lane with another timeline and by security teams. Security compliance auditors
will look for the product development process description (PP4) where the integration of security activities is
visible. This is an indicator that a secure development process according to standard-defned processes is
established. Moreover, in the context of DevOps, this indicates a sufcient setup for collaboration among Dev,
Sec, and Ops teams.

The reader can consult the following tables to gather more details about RefA Areas and recommended
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Figure 1: The DevOps Phase Plan at the Program Level according to ReFA: Models that describe the DevOps
Plan Phase from the perspective of the value stream which integrates several agile teams interacting to deliver
products. The model in the upper part describes related areas and the model down shows the related artefacts,
which serve as security compliance evidence. 4
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practices in the DevOps Phase Plan Program.

References 
(A-PP2) Team Security Training and Capabilities Management 2
(A-PP4) Security Standards Applicability Analysis 3

Table 1: References of Plan Programm Phase
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A-PP2 : TEAM SECURITY TRAINING AND CAPABILITIES MANAGEMENT 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High Low

Summary 
Defne cross-functional teams
and relation with organizational
structure.

Security Training Programs
design and roll-out.

Wiki.-Shared Knowledge.

Security Champions Program.

Involved Roles: 
Lead Security Ofcer
Product Development Lead
Product Operations Lead
Product Manager

Table 2: DevOps Phase PlanP - Summary of Area A-PP2
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A-PP4 : SECURITY STANDARDS APPLICABILITY ANALYSIS 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High Low

Summary 
Defne who should be RASCI of
the analysis.

The analysis should be an action
item in the Program Backlog.

Automated Workfow.

There should be an ofcial
template.

Template with Hints.

The analysis should be done
continously.
Analysis should defne a set of
achievable elements in a time
frame.

Involved Roles: 
Lead Security Ofcer
Business Owner
Product Development Lead
Product Operations Lead

Table 3: DevOps Phase PlanP - Summary of Area A-PP4
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2.1.2 Plan Team Level 

RefA splits the DevOps Plan Phase into the Program level treating the value stream, and the Team Level
describing cross-functional teams working on software products, components, or services. The DevOps
Phase at the Team Level implements the Security requirements and Secure Design practices of the IEC
62443-4-1 standard. ([14]). Figure 2 depicts RefA areas and artefacts of the Plan Phase from the perspective
of Teams. In the following, we describe the models referring to the elements with their corresponding names
and RefA-Id in parenthesis.

RefA proposes Team Backlog Management (A-P1) as the basic area for security purposes. Product
owners, developers, and scrum masters focus on the Team Backlog (P1) as their statement of work. In simple
words, any Backlog item (P2) is a working item to be delivered during the iterations e.g. sprint in the Scrum
Framework. For security compliance purposes, agile teams should provide Backlog item documentation (P3).
With the Team Backlog Management (A-P1) area, RefA raises awareness that for security to ft with agile
workfows, security backlog items are to be involved in the day-to-day of the teams, either as Product-related
requirements (P4) or Process-related requirements (P5).

In a security-compliant DevOps life cycle, cross-functional teams should have diverse expertise to
implement both types of requirements: Product-related (P4) and Process-related ones (P5). Software security
knowledge is needed to deliver Functional Security requirements (A-P2), while security risk management
knowledge is important to implement Security Risk Analysis (A-P6), Threat Modeling (A-P5), and any other
Process Security Requirements (A-P3).

Agile teams deliver Functional Security Requirements (A-P2) in the same pattern as other functionalities,
see the relationship between the artefacts: Product-related requirement (P4) and Security requirement (P9).
Compliance auditors will look for traceability, therefore agile teams should well identify Security Requirements
(P9) in the Team Backlog (P1). To better elicit P9 Security Requirements, agile teams select Technical Security
Standards (P8) that apply to the operational environment where the product, component, service, or feature
will run e.g. cloud service, on-premise, in ad-hoc hardware. This operational environment is documented in
the Product or Component Context Description (P7). Such artefact (P7) is compliance evidence that teams
consider security functionalities ad-hoc for the Context and Target Security Level (A-P4). In RefA, the
Defnition of the product’s target security level (P6) indicates that companies decide on thresholds to apply
higher or lower security measures depending on the criticality of the product. According to the IEC 62443
standard [14], the security target level applies to the whole system. In RefA, the product’s target security
level (P6) belongs to the Team Level, since agile teams’ daily decisions about the product/component context
(P7) infuence the security target level. As with any other Product-related requirement (P4), after eliciting
security requirements (P9), developers work on the Architectural Design (P13). The RefA’s area Security
Architecture and Design (A-P7) considers the design of the requirement as a part of the system’s Defense in
Depth Design (P14), therefore it is also infuenced by Secure Design Best Practices (P15) applicable to the
Product or component context (P7).

Agile teams use the Product or component context description (P7) to determine the attack vectors
and document the Threat Model (P12). Threat Modeling in the agile context is an attention topic in research
([17; 4]). RefA points out that agile teams should list threats iteratively and incrementally based on the
relevance of backlog requirements. Later, teams with the support of business stakeholders should determine
the risk criticality related to the threats and document the Security Risk Analysis (P10). which is a key artefact
for compliance with security standards.
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Figure 2: The DevOps Phase Plan at the Team Level according to ReFA: Models that describe the DevOps
Plan Phase from the perspective of the cross-functional teams working on software products, components, or
services. The model in the upper part describes related areas and the model down shows the related artefacts,
which serve as security compliance evidence.
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Agile teams should use the Security Risk Analysis (P10) to defne measures to reduce Security Risks
(P11), such measures can be either Functional Security Requirements (P9) in the product or Security Control
Requirements (P16) that exceed functionality but infuence software security as well e.g. protection of
repositories, credentials, accounts. RefA points out that both functional requirements (P9), as well as security
control requirements (P16), should be listed as backlog items (P2) to follow the agile mindset that what is in
the backlog is meant to be done [25].

The reader can consult the following tables to gather more details about RefA Areas and recommended
practices in the DevOps Phase Plan Team.

References 
(A-P1) Team Backlog Management 5
(A-P2) Functional Security Requirements 6
(A-P3) Process Security Requirements 7
(A-P4) Context and Target Security Level 8
(A-P5) Threat Modeling 9
(A-P6) Security Risk Analysis 10
(A-P7) Security Architecture and Design 45

Table 4: References of Plan Team Phase
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A-P1 : TEAM BACKLOG MANAGEMENT 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High Low

Summary 
Be sure to involve all team
members.

All actionable items should be in
a team backlog: including
product-related requirements and
process-related requirements.

Backlog management tool.

Identify well cross-functional
teams for process related
requirements.

Distinguish action items for
process and for product.

Kanban board supported by a
tool.

Defne stakeholder for security
requirements. It could be a
working group.

Ensure same treatment for the
implementation of security
requirements: process and
product-related.

Train product owner to value
security requirements.

Involved Roles: 
Product Owner
Scrum Master
Developers
Security Champion

Table 5: DevOps Phase Plan Team - Summary of Area A-P1
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A-P2 : FUNCTIONAL SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High Medium

Summary 
Ensure security knowledge for
requirements elicitation.

Consider best practices or
technical standards.

Backlog Management.

Consider best practices or
technical standards.

Consider a list of basic security
requirements described e.g. as
user stories.
Defne use of Behaviour driven
testing or unit testing
possibilities for security
requirements.
Label security requirements.

Involved Roles: 
Product Owner
Scrum Master
Developers
Security Champion

Table 6: DevOps Phase Plan Team - Summary of Area A-P2
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A-P3 : PROCESS SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High Medium

Summary 
Ensure security controls and
process knowledge in the team.

Adapt the product development
process to adopt security process
requirements.

Project Management tool allows
traceability of security process
requirements.

Ensure involvement of product
manager and business
stakeholders.

Establish cadence for security
process requirements.

Involvement of new tools to trace
outcome of security process
requirements.

Establish cross-functional teams
that implement security process
requirements.

Label security process
requirements in backlog.

Start with security risk analysis
and threat modeling.

Involved Roles: 
Product Manager
Product Owner
Scrum Master
Security Champion
Lead Security Manager
System Architect/Engineer
Quality Manager

Table 7: DevOps Phase Plan Team - Summary of Area A-P3
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A-P4 : CONTEXT AND TARGET SECURITY LEVEL 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Ensure involvement of product
manager and business
stakeholders for product risk
defnitions.

Adapt the development process
to analyze security risks
continuously.

Involvement of new tools to trace
outcome of security risk analysis,
threat modeling e.g. new
dashboards.

Ensure knowledge of security
risk analysis and threat
modeling.

Adapt the development process
to establish visible threat
modeling per feature, per
component.

Involvement of risk analysis
outcome with developers tools
e.g. Pipeline, IDE.

Train team to think on the
product context.

Establish standard methods for
security risk analysis with clear
thresholds.
Defne when to do full risk
analysis/ threat modeling and
when not.

Involved Roles: 
Product Manager
Product Owner
Scrum Master
Security Champion
Lead Security Manager
System Architect/ Engineer
Agile Team

Table 8: DevOps Phase Plan Team - Summary of Area A-P4
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A-P5 : THREAT MODELING 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Ensure involvement of product
manager and business
stakeholders for product risk
defnitions.

Adapt the development process
to analyze security risks
continuously.

Involvement of new tools to trace
outcome of security risk analysis,
threat modeling e.g. new
dashboards.

Ensure knowledge of security
risk analysis and threat
modeling.

Adapt the development process
to establish visible threat
modeling per feature, per
component.

Involvement of risk analysis
outcome with developers tools
e.g. Pipeline, IDE.

Train team to think on the
product context.

Establish standard methods for
security risk analysis with clear
thresholds.
Defne when to do full risk
analysis/ threat modeling and
when not.

Involved Roles: 
Product Manager
Product Owner
Scrum Master
Security Champion
Lead Security Manager
System Architect/ Engineer
Agile Team

Table 9: DevOps Phase Plan Team - Summary of Area A-P5
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A-P6 : SECURITY RISK ANALYSIS 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Ensure involvement of product
manager and business
stakeholders for product risk
defnitions.

Adapt the development process
to analyze security risks
continuously.

Involvement of new tools to trace
outcome of security risk analysis,
threat modeling e.g. new
dashboards.

Ensure knowledge of security
risk analysis and threat
modeling.

Adapt the development process
to establish visible threat
modeling per feature, per
component.

Involvement of risk analysis
outcome with developers tools
e.g. Pipeline, IDE.

Train team to think on the
product context.

Establish standard methods for
security risk analysis with clear
thresholds.
Defne when to do full risk
analysis/ threat modeling and
when not.

Involved Roles: 
Product Manager
Product Owner
Scrum Master
Security Champion
Lead Security Manager
System Architect/ Engineer
Agile Team

Table 10: DevOps Phase Plan Team - Summary of Area A-P6
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A-P7 : SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High Medium Low

Summary 
Train team on secure design
principles.

Establish same design process
for any requirement but use
security architecture guidelines.

Documentation tool integration
into development process.

Ensure involvement of the
security architect role.

Provide security architecture
guidelines and document how
design improve defense-in-depth.
Organize security design
documentation as part of the
design per feature, system,
component.
Implement feedback loop to
make critical designs transparent
for the product owner.

Involved Roles: 
Developers
Security Champion
Security Architect/ Consultant
System Architect/ Engineer
Lead Security Manager

Table 11: DevOps Phase Plan Team - Summary of Area A-P7
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2.2 DevOps Phase Code 

In the Code Phase, RefA describes security practices applicable to the development environment of coding
engineers. Such practices relate mainly to the Secure Implementation (SI) practice of the IEC 62443-4-1
standard, although parts of the standard practices of security requirements (SR), security management (SM),
and security guidelines (SG) are also included [14]. RefA’s Code phase also includes elements identifed
during industry practice observation as well as by a literature review of previous models like the pipeline by
Jim Bird [6], and highly regulated environments DevOps studies [21], among others. (c.f. origins of RefA at
[7]). Figure 3 depicts RefA areas and artefacts of the Code Phase in the following, we describe these elements
by name referring in parenthesis their corresponding RefA-Id.

Agile development teams implement product-related requirements (P4) with source code (C1). RefA
describes that for DevOps contexts such requirements require application code (C2), as well as code to support
the build, packaging, and delivery of the application, namely: infrastructure code, (C3), CI/CD pipeline code
(C4), test code (C5) or any other code (C6) e.g. compliance as code, low code (C6).

Security standards demand code vulnerabilities to be detected and treated regularly. RefA describes
these practices in the areas of code analysis (A-C1), and secure coding standards (A-C3). Software quality
engineers should ensure that code is periodically reviewed automatically and/or manually. To select the
suitable review technique, engineers establish code review rules (C10) depending on the criticality of the
source code (C1) or requirement (P4). Finally, to well implement the security feedback loop, engineers should
ensure that code review reports (C11 and C12) are input for subsequent remediation actions described in a
security control requirement (P16) e.g. bug fx.

Security champions should ensure that security aspects are included in coding standards (C13) as
well as in code analysis (C11 and C12). To apply the shift-left DevOps principle, code analysis at this point
includes the use of static analysis tools running with the integrated development environment IDE, in other
words before the commit.

In ideal shift-left scenarios, security champions and engineers can implement software composition
analysis (C14) at the code phase to inventory the software components or so-called Software bill of materials
(SBOM). For educational purposes, SBOM is described in more detail at the Build phase. In general, the
software composition analysis report (C14) can initiate security control requirements of vulnerability detection
in third-party components (C16).

Source code (C1) is associated with confguration fles (C15), third-party components (C16), and
private keys (C18). Except for private keys (C18), the previously mentioned artefacts are aggregated in the
development branch (C7). Private keys (C18) and other credentials should be stored in a Secrets Vault to
minimize the risk of private information leakage. The RefA’s area of Secrets Protection (A-C14) includes
security control requirements (P16) among the process requirements to properly set up, confgure, use, and
maintain the secrets vault.

DevOps teams who provision environments automatically should comply with the requirement of a
secure development environment, described in the security management (SM) practice of the IEC 62443-4-1
standard. RefA’s area Infrastructure Hardening Resources (A-C) suggests teams to enhance provisioning with
hardening activities. Teams using container-based environments should make use of a container registry (C17)
which allocates pre-hardened and pre-approved images. This practice enables the homogeneous application
of security confguration policies and reduces the risk of vulnerable development/deployment environments.
RefA artefact model refers to containers since they are frequently applied in DevOps projects, however, RefA’s
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Figure 3: The DevOps Phase Code according to ReFA: The model in the upper part describes software
engineering areas and the model down shows the related artefacts, which serve as security compliance
evidence.
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area model shows a global approach where another type of infrastructure resources should be hardened. RefA
includes hardening explicitly to raise teams’ awareness. Refa suggests starting hardening activities early, as
well as registering such activities in the backlog of product (see in 3 the connection of artefacts: infrastructure
code (C3 - source code (C1) - product-related requirement (P4)).

The developer branch (C7) is part of the local code repository (C8) which relates to the central code
repository (C21). Branches are identifed by a Hash ID (C9) to provide traceability of the branch integration
to the central project. Software engineering practices for development branch management (A-C5), code
repository management (A-C6), and code versioning (A-C6) are mentioned by RefA as the basis of a mature
development process where security activities can be implemented.

For security standards, the availability and integrity of development data are relevant, RefA implements
these requirements in the areas of confguration fles and repository protection (A-C11 and A-C16). When
referring to confdentiality, the identifcation and authentication of users to the code repository is critical and
is included in the area of developer identity and access management (A-C 15). For RefA, engineering teams
should ensure appropriate security controls for the lifecycle of Developer Access Credentials (C20) including
developer accounts. All of the mentioned security areas are connected with software engineering areas of
Development Branches Management (A-C5), Code repository management (A-C6), and Code Versioning
(A-C7).

To close the Code Phase, RefA packs the DevOps principles of continuous feedback in the Code
Security Feedback-loop area (A-C17). Any practice to improve or evaluate the security status of code
artefacts should have a backlog item instance (P-16). This ensures continuous feedback from requirements to
implementation (left to right), from security issues identifcation to control requirements (right to left).

The reader can consult the following tables to gather more details about RefA Areas and recommended
practices in the DevOps Phase Code.

References 
(A-C1) Product Requirements Implementation 13
(A-C2) Application Code 14
(A-C3) Infrastructure Code 15
(A-C4) Everything as Code 16
(A-C5) Development Branches Management 17
(A-C6) Code Repository Management 18
(A-C7) Code Versioning 19
(A-C8) Code Analysis 20
(A-C9) Secure Coding Standards 21
(A-C11) Confguration Files Protection 22
(A-C12) Third-Party Components Selection 23
(A-C13) Infrastructure Hardened Resources 24
(A-C14) Secrets Protection 25
(A-C15) Developer Identity And Access Management 26
(A-C16) Code Repository Protection 27
(A-C17) Code Security Feedback-loop 28
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Table 12: References of Code Phase
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A-C1 : PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS IMPLEMENTATION 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High Medium High

Summary 
Train developers to follow
project conventions e.g.
folder/fle naming,
documentation.

Ensure traceability between
requirements and code.

Integration of IDE Tools and
plugins.

Establish cross-functional teams
to develop CI/CD pipeline code,
infrastructure code.

Establish everything as code
practices.

Interface between project
management tool and code
management tool.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (from Dev and Ops)
System Architect/ Engineer

Table 13: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C1
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A-C2 : APPLICATION CODE 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High Medium High

Summary 
Train developers to follow
project conventions e.g.
folder/fle naming,
documentation.

Ensure traceability between
requirements and code.

Integration of IDE Tools and
plugins.

Establish cross-functional teams
to develop CI/CD pipeline code,
infrastructure code.

Establish everything as code
practices.

Interface between project
management tool and code
management tool.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (from Dev and Ops)
System Architect/ Engineer

Table 14: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C2
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A-C3 : INFRASTRUCTURE CODE 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High Medium High

Summary 
Train developers to follow
project conventions e.g.
folder/fle naming,
documentation.

Ensure traceability between
requirements and code.

Integration of IDE Tools and
plugins.

Establish cross-functional teams
to develop CI/CD pipeline code,
infrastructure code.

Establish everything as code
practices.

Interface between project
management tool and code
management tool.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (from Dev and Ops)
System Architect/ Engineer

Table 15: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C3
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A-C4 : EVERYTHING AS CODE 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High Medium High

Summary 
Train developers to follow
project conventions e.g.
folder/fle naming,
documentation.

Ensure traceability between
requirements and code.

Integration of IDE Tools and
plugins.

Establish cross-functional teams
to develop CI/CD pipeline code,
infrastructure code.

Establish everything as code
practices.

Interface between project
management tool and code
management tool.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (from Dev and Ops)
System Architect/ Engineer

Table 16: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C4
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A-C5 : DEVELOPMENT BRANCHES MANAGEMENT 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High Medium

Summary 
Train team to follow branching
and code repo conventions.

Ensure traceability of
requirements with code
increments e.g. branches,
merges.

Use tool to manage branching
and code.

Train team to use secure access
methodes: 2-factor
authentication.

Ensure security of code:
Confdentiality, Integrity,
Availabillity, ... Usability
->secuirty control requirements

Implement 2-factor
authentication for code
management tools and repo.

Train team to Identify sensitive
confguration fles and label
them.

Implement triggers to ensure
secure lifecycle of confguration
fles.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (from Dev and Ops)
System Architect/Engineer
Security Champion
Quality Manager
Development Process Responsible
IT responsible group

Table 17: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C5
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A-C6 : CODE REPOSITORY MANAGEMENT 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High Medium

Summary 
Train team to follow branching
and code repo conventions.

Ensure traceability of
requirements with code
increments e.g. branches,
merges.

Use tool to manage branching
and code

Train team to use secure access
methods: 2-factor
authentication.

Ensure security of code:
Confdentiality, Integrity,
Availability, ... Usability
->security control requirements.

Implement 2-factor
authentication for code
management tools and repo.

Train team to Identify sensitive
confguration fles and label
them.

Implement triggers to ensure
secure lifecycle of confguration
fles.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (from Dev and Ops)
System Architect/Engineer
Security Champion
Quality Manager
Development Process Responsible
IT responsible group

Table 18: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C6
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A-C7 : CODE VERSIONING 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High Medium

Summary 
Train team to follow branching
and code repo conventions.

Ensure traceability of
requirements with code
increments e.g. branches,
merges.

Use tool to manage branching
and code.

Train team to use secure access
methods: 2-factor
authentication.

Ensure security of code:
Confdentiality, Integrity,
Availability, ... Usability
->security control requirements.

Implement 2-factor
authentication for code
management tools and repo.

Train team to Identify sensitive
confguration fles and label
them.

Implement triggers to ensure
secure lifecycle of confguration
fles.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (from Dev and Ops)
System Architect/Engineer
Security Champion
Quality Manager
Development Process Responsible
IT responsible group

Table 19: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C7
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A-C8 : CODE ANALYSIS 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Train developers to perform code
review.

Defne coding standards
including security aspects.
Involve them in the process e.g.
as part of the Defnition of Done.

Implement Static Code Analysis
tools at the IDE.

Ensure involvement of the
security architect role to review
critical code.

Establish pair-programming at
least for critical security features.

Establish conditions for code
review: code review rules.
Establish feedback sessions to
discuss code review reports:
peer-review, SAST review.
Implement SAST tools as a
lifecycle: selection,
confguration, involvement of the
team.

Involved Roles: 
Developers
Security Champion
Security Architect/ Consultant
System Architect/ Engineer
Lead Security Manager

Table 20: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C8
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A-C9 : SECURE CODING STANDARDS 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Train developers to perform code
review.

Defne coding standards
including security aspects.
Involve them in the process e.g.
as part of the Defnition of Done.

Implement Static Code Analysis
tools at the IDE.

Ensure involvement of the
security architect role to review
critical code.

Establish pair-programming at
least for critical security features.

Establish conditions for code
review: code review rules.
Establish feedback sessions to
discuss code review reports:
peer-review, SAST review.
Implement SAST tools as a
lifecycle: selection,
confguration, involvement of the
team.

Involved Roles: 
Developers
Security Champion
Security Architect/Consultant
System Architect/Engineer
Lead Security Manager

Table 21: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C9
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A-C11 : CONFIGURATION FILES PROTECTION 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High Medium

Summary 
Train team to follow branching
and code repo conventions.

Ensure traceability of
requirements with code
increments e.g. branches,
merges.

Use tool to manage branching
and code.

Train team to use secure access
methods: 2-factor
authentication.

Ensure security of code:
Confdentiality, Integrity,
Availability, ... Usability
->security control requirements.

Implement 2-factor
authentication for code
management tools and repo.

Train team to Identify sensitive
confguration fles and label
them.

Implement triggers to ensure
secure lifecycle of confguration
fles.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (from Dev and Ops)
System Architect/Engineer
Security Champion
Quality Manager
Development Process Responsible
IT responsible group

Table 22: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C11
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A-C12 : THIRD-PARTY COMPONENTS SELECTION 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Defne with the team conventions
to adopt third party components.

Establish criteria to select 3rd
party components. E.g. origin,
trusted providers, security
vulnerabilities Availability.

Implement Software
Composition Analysis
techniques that trigger new
components.

Establish a workfow to detect
and trigger inventory of
third-party components.

Implement Software
Composition Analysis
techniques to build up the
SBOM.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
Security Champion
Security Architect/ Consultant
System Architect/ Engineer
Lead Security Manager

Table 23: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C12
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A-C13 : INFRASTRUCTURE HARDENED RESOURCES 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Train developers to use the
approved repo for infrastructure
Images e.g. container images
registry.

Establish workfow to harden
and approve infrastructure
resources from an approved
repository/ registry.

Implement repository for
hardened resources e.g.
container images registry, virtual
images registry.

Establish a cross-functional team
that implements the hardening
workfow.

Establish workfow to harden
and approve infrastructure
resources e.g. pre-hardened
container images.

Implement script to allow access
and use of hardened resources.

Liste secure confguration and
hardening policies to applied in
hardened resources e.g. use CIS
Benchmarks.

Implement scripts to validate the
use of hardened resources and
trigger deviations.

Provide backlog visibility of the
hardening workfow
implementation.

Implement digital signature to
ensure integrity of hardened
resources.
Automate hardening policies.

Involved Roles: 
Developers
Security Champion
Security Architect/ Consultant
System Architect/ Engineer
Product Owner

Table 24: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C13
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A-C14 : SECRETS PROTECTION 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium Medium High

Summary 
Train developers to use vault to
store secrets.

Establish workfows that make
use of the vault in the simplest
way.

Implement a vault management
tool following the Defnition of
Done for continuous security
automation.

Defne RASCI for managing
CIA+ of the vault.

Implement security controls to
protect the vault.

Connect development
environment tools to the vault
and ensure the security of the
interface.

Update the system architecture
and add the vault management
tool and its interfaces with
existent platform tools.
Establish workfows to avoid
secrets leaks - use SAST tools.

Involved Roles: 
Developers from DevOps Team (DevOps Engineer)
Developers from IT security Team (Security Engineer)
System Architect
Security champion
Product owner(s)
Scrum master(s)
Project Lead
Business Owner

Table 25: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C14
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A-C15 : DEVELOPER IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High Medium

Summary 
Train team to follow branching
and code repo conventions.

Ensure traceability of
requirements with code
increments e.g. branches,
merges.

Use tool to manage branching
and code.

Train team to use secure access
methods: 2-factor
authentication.

Ensure security of code:
Confdentiality, Integrity,
Availability, ... Usability -¿
security control requirements.

Implement 2-factor
authentication for code
management tools and repository

Train team to Identify sensitive
confguration fles and label
them.

Implement triggers to ensure
secure lifecycle of confguration
fles.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (from Dev and Ops)
System Architect/Engineer
Security Champion
Quality Manager
Development Process Responsible
IT responsible group

Table 26: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C15
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A-C16 : CODE REPOSITORY PROTECTION 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High Medium

Summary 
Train team to follow branching
and code repository conventions.

Ensure traceability of
requirements with code
increments e.g. branches,
merges.

Use tool to manage branching
and code.

Train team to use secure access
methods: 2-factor
authentication.

Ensure security of code:
Confdentiality, Integrity,
Availability, ... Usability
->security control requirements.

Implement 2-factor
authentication for code
management tools and
repository.

Train team to Identify sensitive
confguration fles and label
them.

Implement triggers to ensure
secure lifecycle of confguration
fles.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (from Dev and Ops)
System Architect/Engineer
Security Champion
Quality Manager
Development Process Responsible
IT responsible group

Table 27: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C16
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A-C17 : CODE SECURITY FEEDBACKLOOP 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High Medium

Summary 
Identify stakeholders and
team(s)’ RASCI for security
(CIA+) of coding artefacts: code
repos, developer keys, secrets
vault.

Establish a workfow to
implement security controls that
project coding artefacts.

Implement technologies to
encure CIA+ for code artefacts
e.g. strong authentication,
encryption.

Train team members on the
workfow to treat (security)
fndings in code.

Establish a workfow to treat
fndings from code review
reports.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to code
security.

Involve Lead Security Ofcer to
enforce coding artefacts security.

Create backlog items to initiate
and track the workfows

Link the SAST tools with the
project management tool to track
code review fndings.

Ensure a secure developer
environment including security
of developers endpoint.
Include the tools of this phase as
part of the system architecture
and the risk management
strategy. Trigger a delta threat
modeling for the tools context.

Involved Roles: 
Lead Security Ofcer/ Software Security Manager
IT security team
Project Lead
System Architect
Security champion
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
Scrum Master

Table 28: DevOps Phase Code - Summary of Area A-C17
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2.3 DevOps Phase: Build 

In the Build Phase, RefA aggregates security practices applicable during continuous integration and continuous
build. The IEC 62443-4-1 standard’s requirements that apply to this DevOps phase belong to the Secure
Implementation (SI), Security verifcation and validation testing (SVV), Security Management (SM), and
Security Guidelines (SG) [14].

Besides academic literature review and practice observation, at this Build phase, RefA aggregates
concepts described in models like the pipeline by Jim Bird [6], highly regulated environments DevOps studies
[21], reference models by practitioners [26; 24]. Figure 4 depicts RefA areas and artefacts of the DevOps
Build Phase. The following paragraphs describe the models pointing out elements by their corresponding
RefA-Id.

Agile development teams implement continuous integration and/or continuous build (A-B1, A-B2) as
basic software engineering practices to have the most updated version of the software product at any time.
Security in this perspective refers to having the most secure updated version.

As a frst activity, DevOps teams should analyze code to identify vulnerabilities and changes in
high-risk code (A-B3). During continuous integration, Engineers should tune the pipeline to perform
automatic code analysis with static code tools (B7). On one side, they need to ensure that code analysis tools
check security aspects, and on the other, they should consider the opportunity [9]. Code analysis may run:
before integrating the development branch to the main branch (C7 to B1), immediately after the integration, or
/and during a cold run at night for the whole project. The decision depends on a continuous learning process
based on the project context. To this aim, the DevOps collaboration principle applies to developers writing
code, developers setting up the pipeline, and security champions. All of them can use integration reports (B3)
to analyze e.g. integration frequency, and lead time as indicators to determine the best approach for code
analysis for security purposes. The activity ends when code analysis issues are aggregated in the security
fndings repository (B7 and B8 to B15), where the feedback loop starts with a backlog item (P2) to solve the
fndings. In practice, agile development teams sometimes classify fndings as bugs. To focus on security
aspects, RefA at this phase depicts the security fndings repository to clearly state that code analysis per see
supports security risk management, nonetheless, a complete risk treatment is achieved when code analysis
has a specifc security focus.

One of the most critical security risks for applications is the exploitation of vulnerabilities in
components that are not developed in-house. Security standards like the IEC 62443-4-1 demand to frequently
identify vulnerabilities in such third-party components. RefA instantiates such requirements in the supply
chain security area (A-B4). DevOps teams are urged to maintain a software bill of materials SBOM (B10)
resulting from regular software composition analysis of the main branch (B1 to B9). Third-party components
in the SBOM should be analyzed for security vulnerabilities (B11). To implement the feedback loop for
DevOps, any identifed security issue should be analyzed and classifed in the security fndings repository to
subsequently be treated with a backlog item if applicable (B11 to B15 to P2)[1].

As described for the code phase, DevOps teams applying infrastructure as code techniques implement
security hardening requirements at early stages. In the Build phase, RefA depicts such requirements in the
container security compliance hardening area (A-B7). The continuous integration (CI) process may report
automatically about security hardening policies compliance (B16) on the main branch (B1).

Moving on from continuous integration (A-B1) to continuous build (A-B2), in typical settings, the
main branch code is compiled into binary fles which are located in a build repository (B1 to B4-B5). For
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coding languages like Python, the distribution fles are also non-binary ones. For RefA distribution fles are
key data to protect. Security compliance at this stage refers to the integrity of distribution fles (B4), DevOps
engineers should provide means to validate distribution fles’ origin (A-B9). As the frst step, engineers should
digitally sign (B14) the distribution fles to ensure that such fles have not been altered as well as that fles were
originated by the pipeline aka provenance [19]. The implementation of digital signatures is a security control
requirement (P2) that should be described and tracked in the backlog. To well integrate signature processes,
the CI/CD pipeline should continuously alert in the build report (B6) that digital signing is permanently
running and active. Security experts can support highly this matter. To close the focus on distribution fles’,
RefA includes the build repository protection area (A-B10) where DevOps teams collaborate with central
security teams to implement control requirements for the build repository (B5).

RefA adopts the agile development practice of test-driven development (TDD) in the security unit
testing area (A-B8) [2]. This area recognizes that Developers test security functionalities by using self-coded
functions or ad-hoc frameworks, the so-called unit tests [6], . Best practices refer to writing/integrating
such validation functions (unit tests) before coding the security functionalities, for example following
behavior-driven development techniques (BDD) [23]. This means that unit test creation is itself a backlog
requirement. By locating security unit testing at the Build phase and not at the Code Phase, RefA recommends
DevOps teams to automatically run security unit tests in the pipeline. Although unit tests are written in the
code phase, they should not only run locally in the developer environment but be part of the integration
environment. The issues identifed during security functionalities unit testing input to the security fndings
repository (B13 to B15), therefore key for the security fndings management feedback loop area (A-B11).
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A-B1 : CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Involve project stakeholders e.g.
agile teams, business owners.

Implement CI/CD Pipeline(s)
following the existent
development process.

Sky is the limit.

Identify cross-functional team(s)
to implement continuous
integration and continuous build.

Deliver an architecture model for
the CI/CD Pipelines.

From the security perspective,
better use tools from proven
vendors.

Defne RASCI for implementing
CI/CD Pipelines.

Build the automatic CI/CD
pipeline(s) iterative and
incrementally: considering
inspect and adapt.

Implement tools following the
Defnition of Done for
continuous security automation.

Involved Roles: 
Business Owner
Project Lead
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Scrum Master

Table 29: DevOps Phase Build - Summary of Area A-B1
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A-B2 : CONTINUOUS BUILD 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Involve project stakeholders e.g.
agile teams, business owners.

Implement CI/CD Pipeline(s)
following the existent
development process.

Sky is the limit.

Identify cross-functional team(s)
to implement continuous
integration and continuous build.

Deliver an architecture model for
the CI/CD Pipelines.

From the security perspective,
better use tools from proven
vendors.

Defne RASCI for implementing
CI/CD Pipelines.

Build the automatic CI/CD
pipeline(s) iterative and
incrementally: considering
inspect and adapt.

Implement tools following the
Defnition of Done for
continuous security automation.

Involved Roles: 
Business Owner
Project Lead
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Scrum Master

Table 30: DevOps Phase Build - Summary of Area A-B2
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A-B3 : CODE ANALYSIS AND HIGH-RISK CODE TRACKING 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Train developers to treat security
fndings coming from SAST
tools.

Establish automatic static code
review (SAST Tools) as part of
the development process.

Integrate SAST code review
tools in the CI/CD pipeline.
Implement them incrementally
shifting left. Follow the
Defnition of Done for
continuous security automation.

Involve appropriate stakeholders Update the system architecture Confgure the project
to evaluate the impact of by adding the SAST tools and management tool to track
high-risk code tracking and their interfaces. backlog items related to
reviewing in DevOps KPIs. high-risk code change and code

review.
Train product owner to deal with
backlog process-related
requirements related to code
analysis and high-risk code
tracking.

Implement feedback-loop for
security fndings from SAST
tools.

Link the SAST tools with the
project management tool to track
security fndings related to code
review.

Train developers to identify
high-risk code by applying the
established criteria.

Determine the impact of static
code analysis in DevOps KPIs
e.g. process lead time, CI/CD
pipeline execution time, security
risk management status

Automate the feedback loop for
security fndings resulting from
high-risk code change tracking
and automatic code review with
SAST Tools.

Train the product owner to deal
with backlog process-related
requirements related to high-risk
code tracking.

Defne the workfow to work on
security fndings resulting from
code review

Confgure code management tool
to support tagging of high-risk
code based on defned criteria.

Defne criteria to consider code Automate tracking of high-risk
as high-risk code. Use as input code changes and implement it
the security risk analysis. incrementally shifting left. E.g.

at project build, at commit,
before commit.

Defne tags/labels to identify
high-risk code in code
management tools.

Automate workfow to manage
rules/actions to be taken when
high-risk code is changed.
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Defne rules/actions to be taken
when high-risk code is changed
e.g. trigger manual review by an
expert reviewer.
Determine the impact of
high-risk code tracking and
reviewing in DevOps KPIs
e.g.process lead time, CI/CD
pipeline execution time, security
risk management status
Plan a roadmap for the
automation of high-risk code
tracking. Manage
implementation using backlog
process-related requirements.
Defne the workfow to work on
security fndings resulting from
high-risk code tracking.

Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Project Lead
Security champion
Security expert/consultant
Product Owner
Scrum Master

Table 31: DevOps Phase Build - Summary of Area A-B3
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A-B4 : SOFTWARE COMPOSITION ANALYSIS 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Train developers about the
importance of tracking software
dependencies and building up an
SBOM.

Establish automatic software
composition analysis (SCA) as
part of the development process.
to detect dependencies,
especially in 3rd party code.

Integrate SCA tools in the
CI/CD pipeline. Implement
them incrementally shifting left.
Follow the Defnition of Done
for continuous security
automation.

Identify RASCI stakeholders for Update the system architecture Automate the creation of the
the SBOM, and involved them adding the SCA tools and their SBOM, by making the SCA tools
during process implementation. interfaces. generate a computer-readable fle

with dependencies.
Identify the team(s) responsible
for implementing SCA tools.

Create a Software Bill of
Materials with the results of
SCA.

Identify Compliance
stakeholders e.g. Legal areas,
they are interested in SBOM as
the source for appropriate
license clearing.

Determine the impact of SCA in
DevOps KPIs e.g. process lead
time, CI/CD pipeline execution
time, security risk management
status.
Implement SCA incrementally
shifting left. E.g. at project
build, at commit, before commit.

Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Project Lead
Legal Stakeholders

Table 32: DevOps Phase Build - Summary of Area A-B4
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A-B5 : SOFTWARE BILL OF MATERIALS 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Train developers about the
importance of tracking software
dependencies and building up an
SBOM.

Establish automatic software
composition analysis (SCA) as
part of the development process.
to detect dependencies,
especially in 3rd party code.

Integrate SCA tools in the
CI/CD pipeline. Implement
them incrementally shifting left.
Follow the Defnition of Done
for continuous security
automation.

Identify RASCI stakeholders for Update the system architecture Automate the creation of the
the SBOM, and involved them adding the SCA tools and their SBOM, by making the SCA tools
during process implementation. interfaces. generate a computer-readable fle

with dependencies.
Identify the team(s) responsible
for implementing SCA tools.

Create a Software Bill of
Materials with the results of
SCA.

Identify Compliance
stakeholders e.g. Legal areas,
they are interested in SBOM as
the source for appropriate
license clearing.

Determine the impact of SCA in
DevOps KPIs e.g. process lead
time, CI/CD pipeline execution
time, security risk management
status.
Implement SCA incrementally
shifting left. E.g. at project
build, at commit, before commit.

Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Project Lead
Legal Stakeholders

Table 33: DevOps Phase Build - Summary of Area A-B5
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A-B6 : THIRD PARTY COMPONENT VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Train developers on the Establish analysis of security Implement/integrate into the
rules/actions to be taken in case vulnerability of third-party CI/CD pipeline tools that
of security fndings coming from components as part of the analyze known vulnerabilities in
vulnerability analysis of development process. third-party components.
third-party components.
Involve appropriate stakeholders
to evaluate the impact of
third-party vulnerability analysis
in DevOps KPIs.

Integrate vulnerability analysis
with SCA and SBOM, so that
SBOM is both used as input for
vulnerability analysis, as well as
updated in case of any
non-detected component.

Implement/integrate into the
CI/CD pipeline tools that
discover new vulnerabilities in
third-party components e.g.
using reverse engineering to
identify vulnerable code.

Train product owner to deal with Analyze third-party components Implement vulnerability analysis
backlog process-related to detect known and new tools incrementally shifting left.
requirements related to security vulnerabilities. Follow the Defnition of Done
fndings in vulnerability analysis. for continuous security

automation.
Identify expert supporters who Update the system architecture Confgure the project
will help solve security fndings. by adding vulnerability analysis

tools and their interfaces.
management tool to track
backlog items related to
third-party components’
vulnerability analysis.

Train Scrum Master to deal with Determine the impact of Link the third-party vulnerability
dependencies on reviewers. third-party vulnerability analysis

in DevOps KPIs.
analysis tools with the project
management tool to track
security fndings.

Defne rules/actions to be taken Automate feedback-loop
for security fndings resulting workfows for security fndings
from vulnerability analysis of resulting from third-party
third-party components. vulnerability analysis tools.
Implement feedback-loop
workfows for security fndings
resulting from vulnerability
analysis tools according to the
established rules/actions.
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Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Project Lead
Security champion
Security expert/consultant
Product Owner
Scrum Master
Test/Quality Lead

Table 34: DevOps Phase Build - Summary of Area A-B6
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A-B7 : CONTAINER SECURITY HARDENING COMPLIANCE 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Involve stakeholders to defne
security hardening policies for
containers and other
infrastructure resources.

Defne security hardening
policies for containers and other
infrastructure resources e.g.
VMs, OSs.

Implement/integrate into the
CI/CD pipeline tools that
validate compliance with
security hardening policies in
containers and other
infrastructure resources.

Train developers on the
rules/actions to be taken in case
of security fndings.

Establish security hardening
policies according to best
practices e.g. CIS Benchmarks,
approved internal policies.

Implement compliance check
tools of security hardening
policies incrementally shifting
left. Follow the Defnition of
Done for continuous security
automation.

Involve appropriate stakeholders
to evaluate the impact of
compliance checks in DevOps
KPIs.

Establish automatic compliance
check of security hardening
policies as part of the
development process.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to
compliance checks.

Train product owner to deal with Validate compliance with Link the compliance check tools
backlog process-related security hardening policies with the project management
requirements related to security according to external and tool to track security fndings.
fndings of compliance checks. internal best practices.
Identify expert supporters who Determine the impact of Automate feedback-loop
will help solve security fndings. compliance checks in DevOps

KPIs e.g. lead time, CI/CD
pipeline execution time, security
risk management status.

workfows for security fndings
resulting from compliance check
tools.

Train Scrum Master to deal with
dependencies on security
experts.

Balance the efectiveness of
preventive security hardening
(see A-C13) and detective
compliance check.
Update the system architecture
by adding compliance check
tools and their interfaces.
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Implement feedback-loop
workfows for security fndings
resulting from compliance
checks according to established
rules.

Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Project Lead
Security champion
Security expert/consultant
Product Owner
Scrum Master
Test/Quality Lead

Table 35: DevOps Phase Build - Summary of Area A-B7
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A-B8 : SECURITY UNIT TESTING 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Train developers on test-driven
development and
behavior-driven development for
security purposes.

Establish unit testing for security
functionalities as part of the
development process.

Confgure code management tool
to manage security unit testing
code in the same workfow as
regular code.

Train developers on the Implement security unit testing Implement security unit tests
rules/actions to implement following existent best practices (self-coded or framework-based)
security unit testing. for unit testing for non-security

purposes e.g. behaviour-driven
testing BDD, test-driven
development TDD.

and make them run as part of the
CI/CD Pipeline e.g. at commit.

Train developers on frameworks Implement rules/actions to Implement security unit testing
for security unit testing. ensure implementation of

security unit testing e.g. make
unit tests coding part of
acceptance criteria of stories.

frameworks. Describe here a
best practice related to
technology.

Involve appropriate stakeholders
to evaluate the impact of security
unit testing in DevOps KPIs
e.g.process lead time, CI/CD
pipeline execution time, and
security risk management status.

Establish traceability among
security requirements (e.g. user
stories), security unit test code
and security functionalities code.

Automate feedback-loop
workfows for security fndings
resulting from security unit tests.

Analyze independence of Determine the impact of security
security tests developers vs. unit testing implementation in
functionality developers. DevOps KPIs e.g.process lead

time, CI/CD pipeline execution
time, security risk management
status.

Identify security experts who Plan a roadmap for the
can guide implementation of implementation and automatic
security unit testing frameworks. generation of security unit tests

e.g. using testing frameworks.
Train Scrum Master to deal with
dependencies on security
experts.

Implement the feedback-loop
workfow to treat security
fndings resulting from security
unit tests.
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Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Security champion
Security expert/consultant
Product Owner
Scrum Master
Project Lead
Test/Quality Lead

Table 36: DevOps Phase Build - Summary of Area A-B8
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A-B9 : DISTRIBUTION FILES SIGNATURE 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify cross-functional teams Establish build artefacts’ Confgure the CI/CD Pipeline to
to implement build artefacts provenance and integrity as sign build artefacts. Digital
provenance and integrity. activities of the development

process aka process-related
requirements.

certifcates should be generated
by a trusted PKI infrastructure.

Involve security experts to work
closely, as part of the
cross-functional team.

Design, approve and implement
workfows to ensure provenance
and integrity of build artefacts
e.g. digital signatures of
distribution fles.

Confgure the CI/CD Pipeline to
validate provenance and integrity
of build artefacts.

Train Scrum Master to deal with
dependencies on security
experts.

Design, approve and implement
a workfow to audit provenance
and integrity of build artefacts.

Train product owner to deal with Determine the impact of the
process-related requirements. implementation in DevOps KPIs

e.g. CI/CD pipeline execution
time, security risk management
status.
Plan a roadmap for the
implementation of workfows to
ensure provenance and integrity
of build artefacts.

Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Security champion
Security expert/consultant
Product Owner
Scrum Master

Table 37: DevOps Phase Build - Summary of Area A-B9
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A-B10 : BUILD REPOSITORY PROTECTION 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify stakeholders and
team(s)’ RASCI for the security
(CIA+) of the build repository.

Trigger a delta threat modeling
to analyze security threats to the
build repository.

Implement technologies to
ensure CIA+ of the build
artefacts e.g. strong
authentication, role-based
access.

Involve the Lead Security Ofcer
to support the implementation of
security controls to protect the
build repository.

Implement security controls
(process-related requirements) to
protect the build repository.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to security
of the build repository
process-related requirements.

Implement mechanisms to audit
access to the build repository.

Involved Roles: 
Software Security Manager
IT security team
Project Lead
System Architect
Security champion
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
Scrum Master

Table 38: DevOps Phase Build - Summary of Area A-B10
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A-B11 : SECURITY FINDINGS MANAGEMENT (FEEDBACK-LOOP) 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Identify cross-functional teams
to implement workfows to
manage security fndings.

Establish workfows to treat
fndings from the security
activities in the build phase.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to the
build phase.

Train team members on the
workfow to treat (security)
fndings from the testing
activities of the build phase.

Include the tools of this phase as
part of the system architecture
and the risk management
strategy. Trigger a delta threat
modeling for the tools.

Link the reports of these tools
with the project management
tool to track security fndings.

Involve security experts to
support treatment of security
fndings.

Implement tools to aggregate,
deduplicate and sort fndings
from security tools.

Involved Roles: 
Software Security Manager
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
Project Lead
System Architect
Security Champion
Scrum Master

Table 39: DevOps Phase Build - Summary of Area A-B11

The reader can consult the following tables to gather more details about RefA Areas and recommended
practices in the DevOps Phase Build.

References 
(A-B1) Continuous Integration 29
(A-B2) Continuous Build 30
(A-B3) Code Analysis And High-Risk Code Tracking 31
(A-B4) Software Composition Analysis 32
(A-B5) Software Bill of Materials 33
(A-B6) Third Party Component Vulnerability Analysis 34
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(A-B7) Container Security Hardening Compliance 35
(A-B8) Security Unit Testing 36
(A-B9) Distribution Files Signature 46
(A-B10) Build Repository Protection 38
(A-B11) Security Findings Management (Feedback-Loop) 39

Table 40: References of Build Phase
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2.4 DevOps Phase: Test 

Testing is a software engineering activity that can be implemented either manually or automatically. DevOps
setups prefer automatic over manual tasks and target integration of such automatic testing activities in the
continuous integration / continuous delivery pipeline (CI/CD pipeline).

In the Test Phase, RefA aggregates: automatic security practices performed by the CI/CD pipeline or
on-demand, as well as manual security practices. Like for previous phases, security compliance activities
implement process requirements of the IEC 62443-4-1 standard, in this case, the Security verifcation and
validation testing practice (SVV). Figure 5 shows the RefA models, the following paragraphs describe fgures
referencing the elements by the RefA-Id.

RefA starts with the DevOps practice of software-based system provisioning (A-T1). A specifc script
(T2) uses the distribution package (T1) to generate the complete software-based system (T4), consisting of the
run-time environment (T9) and the application (T8). This diferentiates DevOps setups from regular software
development life cycles where infrastructure provisioning occurs in a diferent timeline, and the distribution
package generates solely the application.

Engineers should provide environments (T9) that support the DevOps practice of “you build it, you
run it” [11]. Therefore RefA’s area of environments management (A-T1) includes activities to automatically
set up, start or/and stop testing environments. Security standards demand that testing environments mirror the
production environment’s confgurations. DevOps teams can implement this requirement as early as in the
Code phase with infrastructure as code techniques. In this Test Phase, RefA refers to at least three testing
environments: developer testing, staging, and user acceptance testing (T5, T6, T7). Therefore, RefA users
should notice that continuous security testing (A-T4) could be instantiated in several timelines, by several
teams, but in homogeneously confgured environments.

Continuous security testing (A-T4) refers to iteratively and incrementally applying testing techniques
to validate and verify security requirements and specifcations of the software-based system. RefA includes
testing reports of techniques that are described in literature, practice, and the IEC 62443-4-1 standard (T11
to T16). To achieve security compliance, DevOps teams should apply testing techniques on the basis of a
well-documented and accepted test plan (T10). RefA describes which testing techniques are applicable to the
software-based system in testing (T4), the application, and the run-time environment.

The RefA area of continuous treatment and feedback of security fndings (A-T5) refers to handling
testing results by following the DevOps principles of amplifying feedback loops [18]. To match security
compliance demands, software engineers should provide means to trace security fndings treatment. For
RefA, a suitable traceability fow includes the aggregation of security fndings in a repository (T17), their
classifcation to determine which fndings are considered efective security issues (T19 to create), and the
feedback to backlog items (P2) to solve the issues. To be consistent with practice observation, RefA integrates
the bugs repository (T18) where teams aggregate testing activities fndings.

Backlog items can be initiated by automatic processes that continuously sort and organise fndings.
Ad-hoc tools provide means of deduplicating fndings that are referred by more than one tool and allow for
prioritization of treatment. In such an ideal DevOps scenario, developers invest less efort in issue solving as
well as set the stage to establish indicators or security issues reduction.

DevOps teams should look for an instance of the continuous treatment and feedback of security
fndings area (A-T5) in any DevOps phase where security issues identifcation exists. This area was mentioned
already in the Code and Build Phase, in this Test phase seems larger due to the diversity of testing practices.
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Figure 5: The DevOps Phase Test according to ReFA: The model in the upper part describes software
engineering areas and the model down shows the related artefacts, which serve as security compliance
evidence.
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In industry, such testing practices are implemented with specifc security tools integrated into the CI/CD
pipeline.
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A-T1 : ENVIRONMENTS MANAGEMENT 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium Medium High

Summary 
Identify cross-functional teams
responsible for testing
environments provisioning and
management.

Defne a strategy and roadmap to
provide testing environments
that mirror the production
environment as early as possible
in the development life-cycle.

Implement technologies to
provide developers/testers with
testing environments as easily as
possible e.g. as a service

Train team members and related
stakeholders to use testing
environments from the approved
source.

Defne and implement
product-related requirements for
testing environments hardening.
Apply practices from A-C13 and
A-B7.

Implement tools in the CI/CD
pipeline to harden and validate
hardening of testing
environments.

Involve appropriate stakeholders
to design and evaluate DevOps
KPIs related to environment
provisioning.

Describe the architecture of
environments provisioning and
management. Update the system
architecture accordingly. Trigger
a delta threat modeling.

Implement technologies to
manage testing environments
ensuring consistent
confgurations throughout the
time.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
Developers (Testers)
System Architect
Security Champion
Quality Assurance Lead
Project Lead

Table 41: DevOps Phase Test - Summary of Area A-T1
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A-T2 : TEST REPOSITORY PROTECTION 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify stakeholders and
team(s)’ RASCI for the security
(CIA+) of the test repository
where testing artefacts are
located aka testing repository.

Trigger a delta threat modeling
to analyze security threats to the
test repository.

Implement technologies to
ensure CIA+ of testing artefacts
e.g. strong authentication,
role-based access.

Involve the Lead Security Ofcer
to support the implementation of
security controls to protect the
build repository.

Implement security controls to
protect the testing repository.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to security
of the test repository
process-related requirements.

Implement mechanisms to audit
access to the testing repository.

Involved Roles: 
Lead Security Ofcer
IT security team
Project Lead
System Architect
Security champion
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
Scrum Master

Table 42: DevOps Phase Test - Summary of Area A-T2
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A-T3 : SYSTEM IN A RUN-TIME TESTING ENVIRONMENT 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
Low Medium High

Summary 
Identify cross-functional team
responsible for the CI/CD
Pipeline.

Establish secure supply chain
management as part of the
development process.

Implement a CI/CD pipeline that
builds and runs the system by
using a signed distribution
package.

Train developers on secure
supply chain management e.g.
provenance and integrity of
development artefacts.

Design workfows to ensure that
the system running is built up
using solely artefacts from the
distribution package in the build
repository. Look practices at
A-B4, A-B5, A-B9.

Implement in the CI/CD pipeline
means to validate provenance
and integrity of the distribution
package.

Involve security experts on
demand to support.

Implement in the CI/CD pipeline
means to ensure that a tested
distribution package can be
traceable.

Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Security champion
Security expert/consultant
Product Owner
Scrum Master

Table 43: DevOps Phase Test - Summary of Area A-T3
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A-T4 : CONTINUOUS SECURITY TESTING 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Train developers on security
testing, CI/CD pipelines for
security testing.

Establish security testing
activities as part of the
development process and the
testing plan e.g considering the
bugs treatment workfow.

Confgure code management tool
to manage security testing code
(scripts) in the same workfow as
regular code.

Train developers on the testing Plan a roadmap for the Automate security testing
plan and related workfows. implementation and automation

of security testing. Implement
iterative and incrementally.

workfows and make them part
of the CI/CD Pipeline.

Involve appropriate stakeholders Aim for a balance to detect Implement/integrate into the
to evaluate the impact of security threats afecting CIA+ of the CI/CD pipeline tools that detect
testing in DevOps KPIs application, run-time vulnerabilities/bugs in the
e.g.process lead time, CI/CD environment. E.g implement application and the run-time
pipeline execution time, and user acceptance tests, smoke environment.
security risk management status. tests, fuzzy tests, DAST,

penetration testing.
Identify cross-functional teams
responsible to implement
security testing.

Establish traceability among
security requirements (e.g. user
stories), functionalities and
acceptance tests.

Implement security testing tools
incrementally shifting left.
Follow the Defnition of Done
for continuous security
automation.

Analyze independence of teams:
building up security tests in the
CI/CD pipeline, performing
penetration testing and testing
functionalities.

Determine the impact of security
testing in DevOps KPIs.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to security
testing.

Identify security experts who can
guide/assess the implementation
of security testing.

Update the system architecture
by adding testing tools and their
interfaces. Trigger a delta
security risk analysis for these
tools.

Implement tools to aggregate
and validate security issues. Use
the project management tool to
track bugs or a security fndings
management tool.

Train Scrum Master to deal with
dependencies on security
experts.

Implement the feedback-loop
workfow to treat security
fndings resulting from security
testing. Look at A-T5.

Automate feedback-loop
workfows for security fndings
resulting from security testing
activities. Look at A-T5.
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Track security fndings and
provide means to deduplicate,
aggregate and validate security
issues.

Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Security champion
Security expert
Product Owner
Scrum Master
Project Lead
Test/Quality Lead

Table 44: DevOps Phase Test - Summary of Area A-T4
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A-P7 : CONTINUOUS FEEDBACK OF SECURITY VULNERABILITIES AND FINDINGS 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Identify cross-functional teams
to implement the security testing
activities of the test phase.

Establish workfows to treat
fndings from the security testing
activities of the test phase.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to the
build phase.

Train team members on the
workfow to treat (security)
fndings from the security testing
activities of the test phase.

Include the tools of this phase as
part of the system architecture
and the risk management
strategy. Trigger a delta threat
modeling for the tools.

Link the reports of these tools
with the project management
tool to track security fndings.

Involve security experts to
support treatment of the security
testing activities of the test
phase.

Implement tools to aggregate,
deduplicate and sort fndings
from security tools.

Involved Roles: 
Software Security Manager
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
Project Lead
System Architect
Security Champion
Scrum Master

Table 45: DevOps Phase Test - Summary of Area A-P7
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A-B9 : TESTED DISTRIBUTION PACKAGE SIGNATURE 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify cross-functional teams
to implement the tested
distribution package.

Establish build artefacts’
provenance and integrity as
activities of the tested
distribution packages.

Confgure the CI/CD Pipeline to
sign the tested distribution
package. Digital certifcates
should be generated by a trusted
PKI infrastructure.

Involve security experts to work
closely, as part of the
cross-functional team.

Design, approve and implement
workfows to ensure provenance
and integrity of the tested
distribution package

Confgure the CI/CD Pipeline to
validate provenance and integrity
of the tested distribution
package.

Train Scrum Master to deal with
dependencies on security
experts.

Design, approve and implement
a workfow to audit provenance
and integrity of the tested
distribution package.

Train product owner to deal with Determine the impact of the
process-related requirements. implementation in DevOps KPIs

e.g. CI/CD pipeline execution
time, security risk management
status.
Plan a roadmap for the
implementation of workfows to
ensure provenance and integrity
of the tested distribution
package.

Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Security champion
Security expert/consultant
Product Owner
Scrum Master

Table 46: DevOps Phase Test - Summary of Area A-B9
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The reader can consult the following tables to gather more details about RefA Areas and recommended
practices in the DevOps Phase Test.

References 
(A-T1) Environments Management 41
(A-T2) Test Repository Protection 42
(A-T3) System in a Run-Time Testing Environment 43
(A-T4) Continuous Security Testing 44
(A-P7) Continuous Feedback of Security Vulnerabilities and Findings 45
(A-B9) Tested Distribution Package Signature 46

Table 47: References of Test Phase
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2.5 DevOps Phase: Release 

The DevOps Release Phase refers to continuously delivering software-based system versions that can
potentially be deployed to a production environment. DevOps teams, usually automate such workfow with
CI/CD pipelines.

With regard to security compliance with the IEC 62443-4-1 standard, the Release Phase should
implement the process requirements of the practice Security Management (SM) and Security Guidelines
(SG).

In the following, RefA areas and artefacts are described based on the respective models shown in
Figure 6 References from description to models are based on the RefA-Id. To be consistent with practice,
the basic area for RefAs Release Phase is the continuous delivery one (A-R1) where the signed and tested
distribution package is forwarded to a new status called release candidate (see in fgure relationship between
artefacts T1-R1-R2). Since the release candidate (R2) may potentially be deployed to production, DevOps
engineers should opt to guarantee integrity, and availability for the release candidates. RefA denotes this in
the Release Candidate Provenance (A-R2) and Repository Protection (A-R3) areas. Same as for previous
phases, release candidates should be signed to denote the origin and validation belonging to the pipeline (see
R2-R9 in Figure x). Moreover, Security teams should ensure efective access controls to the release candidate
repository (R3), as well as logging of changes. Provenance and protection are critical areas for DevSecOps,
especially in DevOps setups where several release candidates are deployed to production e.g. A/B customer
deployment.

Same as for continuous delivery, RefA locates Software Composition Analysis (SCA) (A-R5) here
at the Release phase, according to the state of practice. However, RefA raises awareness of the possibility
to shift left by starting at the Code Phase. At this stage, DevOps teams concentrate on the accuracy of the
Software Bill of Materials SBOM (R7) to well perform License clearing (A-R7) of third-party components
included in the software product. Although license clearing exceeds the scope of security compliance with
the IEC 62443-4-1 standard, DevOps teams often treat legal compliance together with SCA.

Beyond the distribution package or release candidate repository protection, RefA denotes the IEC
62443-4-1 standard requirement to prepare security guidelines (A-R4). DevOps teams are aimed at explicitly
explaining key security deployment instructions (R5) including for example: software confgurations, accounts
management, or network setup.
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Figure 6: The DevOps Phase Release according to ReFA: The model in the upper part describes software
engineering areas and the model down shows the related artefacts, which serve as security compliance
evidence.
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A-R2 : RELEASE CANDIDATE INTEGRITY 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Involve project stakeholders e.g.
agile teams, business owners.

Implement CI/CD Pipeline(s)
following the existent
development process.

Sky is the limit.

Identify cross-functional team(s)
to implement continuous
integration and continuous build.

Establish an architecture model
for the CI/CD Pipelines.

From the security perspective,
better use tools from proven
vendors.

Defne RASCI for implementing
CI/CD Pipelines.

Build the automatic CI/CD
pipeline(s) iterative and
incrementally: considering
inspect and adapt.

Implement tools following the
Defnition of Done for
continuous security automation.

Identify locations repositories
where build artefacts will be
located e.g. on-premise or cloud.

Involved Roles: 
Business Owner
Project Lead
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Scrum Master

Table 48: DevOps Phase Release - Summary of Area A-R2
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A-R3 : RELEASE CANDIDATE INTEGRITY AND RELEASE REPOSITORY PROTECTION 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify stakeholders and
team(s)’ RASCI for the security
(CIA+) of the release candidate
repository.

Trigger a delta threat modeling
to analyze security threats to the
release candidate repository.

Implement technologies to
ensure CIA+ of the build
artefacts e.g. strong
authentication, role-based
access.

Involve the Lead Security Ofcer
to support the implementation of
security controls to protect the
release candidate repository.

Implement security controls
(process-related requirements) to
protect the release candidate
repository.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to security
of the release candidate
repository process-related
requirements.

Implement mechanisms to audit
access to the release candidate
repository.

Involved Roles: 
Software Security Manager
IT security team
Project Lead
System Architect
Security champion
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
Scrum Master

Table 49: DevOps Phase Release - Summary of Area A-R3
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A-R4 : SECURITY GUIDELINES PREPARATION 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
Low Medium Medium

Summary 
Identify team members
responsible for documenting
security guidelines.

Establish security guidelines
documentation as part of the
development process.

Implement documentation
portals to publish security
guidelines.

Involve business, legal and other
stakeholders to validate the
content of security guidelines.

Defne templates for security
guidelines including applicable
controls that are relevant to
deploy, operate or monitor the
system.

Track security guidelines
preparation, review, approval
and publishing with the project
management tool.

Establish a workfow to prepare,
review, approve and publish
security guidelines.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (Documenters)
Security Champion
System Architect/Engineer
Lead Security Manager
Product Owner

Table 50: DevOps Phase Release - Summary of Area A-R4
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A-R5 : SOFTWARE COMPOSITION ANALYSIS 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Train developers about the
importance of tracking software
dependencies and building up an
SBOM.

Establish automatic software
composition analysis (SCA) as
part of the development process.
to detect dependencies,
especially in 3rd party code.

Integrate SCA tools in the
CI/CD pipeline. Implement
them incrementally shifting left.
Follow the Defnition of Done
for continuous security
automation.

Identify RASCI stakeholders for Update the system architecture Automate the creation of the
the SBOM, and involved them adding the SCA tools and their SBOM, by making the SCA tools
during process implementation. interfaces. generate a computer-readable fle

with dependencies.
Identify the team(s) responsible
for implementing SCA tools.

Create a Software Bill of
Materials with the results of
SCA.

Identify Compliance
stakeholders e.g. Legal areas,
they are interested in SBOM as
the source for appropriate
license clearing.

Determine the impact of SCA in
DevOps KPIs e.g. process lead
time, CI/CD pipeline execution
time, security risk management
status.
Implement SCA incrementally
shifting left. E.g. at project
build, at commit, before commit.

Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Project Lead
Legal Stakeholders

Table 51: DevOps Phase Release - Summary of Area A-R5
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A-R6 : SOFTWARE BILL OF MATERIALS 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Train developers about the
importance of tracking software
dependencies and building up an
SBOM.

Establish automatic software
composition analysis (SCA) as
part of the development process.
to detect dependencies,
especially in 3rd party code.

Integrate SCA tools in the
CI/CD pipeline. Implement
them incrementally shifting left.
Follow the Defnition of Done
for continuous security
automation.

Identify RASCI stakeholders for Update the system architecture Automate the creation of the
the SBOM, and involved them adding the SCA tools and their SBOM, by making the SCA tools
during process implementation. interfaces. generate a computer-readable fle

with dependencies.
Identify the team(s) responsible
for implementing SCA tools.

Create a Software Bill of
Materials with the results of
SCA.

Identify Compliance
stakeholders e.g. Legal areas,
they are interested in SBOM as
the source for appropriate
license clearing.

Determine the impact of SCA in
DevOps KPIs e.g. process lead
time, CI/CD pipeline execution
time, security risk management
status.
Implement SCA incrementally
shifting left. E.g. at project
build, at commit, before commit.

Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Project Lead
Legal Stakeholders

Table 52: DevOps Phase Release - Summary of Area A-R6
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A-R7 : LICENSE CLEARING 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Train developers about the
importance of tracking software
dependencies and building up an
SBOM.

Establish automatic software
composition analysis (SCA) as
part of the development process.
to detect dependencies,
especially in 3rd party code.

Integrate SCA tools in the
CI/CD pipeline. Implement
them incrementally shifting left.
Follow the Defnition of Done
for continuous security
automation.

Identify RASCI stakeholders for Update the system architecture Automate the creation of the
the SBOM, and involved them adding the SCA tools and their SBOM, by making the SCA tools
during process implementation. interfaces. generate a computer-readable fle

with dependencies.
Identify the team(s) responsible
for implementing SCA tools.

Create a Software Bill of
Materials with the results of
SCA.

Identify Compliance
stakeholders e.g. Legal areas,
they are interested in SBOM as
the source for appropriate
license clearing.

Determine the impact of SCA in
DevOps KPIs e.g. process lead
time, CI/CD pipeline execution
time, security risk management
status.
Implement SCA incrementally
shifting left. E.g. at project
build, at commit, before commit.

Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Project Lead
Legal Stakeholders

Table 53: DevOps Phase Release - Summary of Area A-R7

The reader can consult the following tables to gather more details about RefA Areas and recommended
practices in the DevOps Phase Release.
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References 
(A-R2) Release Candidate Integrity 48
(A-R3) Release Candidate Integrity and Release Repository Protection 49
(A-R4) Security Guidelines Preparation 50
(A-R5) Software Composition Analysis 51
(A-R6) Software Bill of Materials 52
(A-R7) License Clearing 53

Table 54: References of Release Phase
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2.6 DevOps Phase: Deploy 

The DevOps Deploy Phase refers to continuously delivering and deploying software-based system versions to
a production environment. DevOps teams, usually automate such workfow with CI/CD pipelines. The main
diference between continuous delivery and continuous deployment is automation. In continuous deployment,
the software-based system is launched to the production environment completely automatically by the CI/CD
Pipeline, while in continuous delivery, a manual task is required either to start the rollout or to approve it [12].

To achieve a DevOps Deploy Phase compliant with the IEC 62443-4-1 standard, DevOps teams should
implement some process requirements of the practices of Security Management (SM) and Security Guidelines
(SG).

The following describes RefA areas and artefacts based on the respective models in Figure 7. Models
elements are referenced by their name and in parenthesis the corresponding RefA-Id. Same as for other
phases, RefA denotes software engineering areas as basic constructs for a successful security-compliant
DevOps. In this Deploy phase, such areas are the Continuous Delivery and Continuous Deployment (A-D1)
and Software-based System in a Production Environment (A-D2). In Continuous Delivery and Deployment
(A-D1), after a stakeholder e.g. project engineer, or the pipeline itself executes an approval (D1), the
CI/CD pipeline validates the release candidate (R2), and later the deployment script (D2) rolls the system
to production. This means that the release candidate (R2) is moved from the release repository (R3) to the
production repository (D3). The release repository can be part of the so-called DevOps artifactory, which is a
global repository that stores any packages or fles that are relevant to deploy the production system (D4).

To easily visualize the Software-based System in a Production Environment (A-D2), RefA simplifes
it into its three main components: application (D5), run-time environment (D6), and data storage (D7). In
mature DevOps scenarios, the production system (D4) is completely software-based, therefore generated from
the release candidate (R2) e.g. by deploying containerized applications, or deploying to a virtualized cloud
environment. In some observed industry projects, the release candidate generates only the application. This
contrasts with DevOps concepts of build, packaging, and deploying applications [16], although represents the
state-of-practice for DevOps adoption [20].

The RefA’s secure software engineering area of Production Repository and Deployment Scripts
Protection (A-D3) denotes practices that guarantee the need-to-know principle to the production repository
(D3) and deployment scripts (D2). Both can be an attack target to cause unavailability of the system as well
as to tamper the deployment integrity.

In Secrets Protection (A-D4), RefA indicates to target confdentiality, integrity, and availability of any
credentials or confgurations used by the deployment script. The deployment script (D2) should have login
access to the production repository and update permissions. Access is granted via credentials stored in the
secrets vault (C19). The vault was introduced already in RefA Code Phase, however, the credentials for the
Deploy phase should be the production ones.

To ensure Deployed System Integrity (A-D5) the pipeline should also certify the origin of the
distribution package corresponding to the production system (D4). For RefA, this can be achieved with a
digital signature. This practice is more critical in completely automatic deployments where the production
environment may validate the provenance of the distribution package before executing it.

One aspect that is rarely mentioned in DevOps literature is data. The DevOps focus is the packaging
of applications [16]. The security of production data (A-D6) is a relevant aspect of secure DevOps, therefore
denoted by RefA although the only relevant artefact is data storage. The previous practices to securely deploy
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the software-based system can be described as instructions in the security guidelines (R5) as dictated by the
IEC 62443-4-1 standard. Such guidelines were prepared during the Release phase and should be distributed
in the Deploy Phase (A-D7).
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A-D3 : SECURITY OF PRODUCTION REPOSITORY AND DEPLOYMENT SCRIPTS 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify stakeholders and
team(s)’ RASCI for the security
(CIA+) the production repository
including the deployment scripts
repository.

Trigger a delta threat modeling
to analyze security threats to the
production repository including
the deployment scripts
repository.

Implement technologies to
ensure CIA+ of the build
artefacts e.g. strong
authentication, role-based
access.

Involve the Lead Security Ofcer
to support the implementation of
security controls to protect the
production repository including
the deployment scripts
repository.

Implement security controls
(process-related requirements) to
protect the production repository
including the deployment scripts
repository.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to security
of the production repository
including the deployment scripts
repository process-related
requirements.

Implement mechanisms to audit
access to the production
repository including the
deployment scripts repository.

Involved Roles: 
Software Security Manager
IT security team
Project Lead
System Architect
Security champion
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
Scrum Master

Table 55: DevOps Phase Deploy - Summary of Area A-D3
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A-D4 : SECRETS PROTECTION 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium Medium High

Summary 
Train developers to use vault to
store production secrets e.g.
credentials to production cloud
environments.

Establish workfows that make
the use of the vault the simplest
way.

Implement a vault management
tool following the Defnition of
Done for continuous security
automation.

Defne RASCI for managing
CIA+ of the vault.

Implement security controls to
protect the vault.

Connect development
environment tools to the vault
and ensure the security of the
interface.

Update the system architecture
and add the vault management
tool and its interfaces with
existent platform tools.
Establish workfows to avoid
production secrets leaks - use
SAST tools.

Involved Roles: 
Developers from DevOps Team (DevOps Engineer)
Developers from IT security team (Security Engineer)
System Architect
Security champion
Product owner(s)
Scrum master(s)
Project Lead
Business Owner

Table 56: DevOps Phase Deploy - Summary of Area A-D4
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A-D5 : DEPLOYED SYSTEM INTEGRITY 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify cross-functional teams Establish build artefacts’ Confgure the CI/CD Pipeline to
to implement build artefacts provenance and integrity as sign build artefacts. Digital
provenance and integrity. activities of the development

process aka process-related
requirements.

certifcates should be generated
by a trusted PKI infrastructure.

Involve security experts to work
closely, as part of the
cross-functional team.

Design, approve and implement
workfows to ensure provenance
and integrity of build artefacts
e.g. digital signatures of
distribution fles.

Confgure the CI/CD Pipeline to
validate provenance and integrity
of build artefacts.

Train Scrum Master to deal with
dependencies on security
experts.

Design, approve and implement
a workfow to audit provenance
and integrity of build artefacts.

Train product owner to deal with Determine the impact of the
process-related requirements. implementation in DevOps KPIs

e.g. CI/CD pipeline execution
time, security risk management
status.
Plan a roadmap for the
implementation of workfows to
ensure provenance and integrity
of build artefacts.

Involved Roles: 
System Architect
Developers (DevOps Engineers)
Security champion
Security expert/consultant
Product Owner
Scrum Master

Table 57: DevOps Phase Deploy - Summary of Area A-D5
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A-D6 : PRODUCTION DATA SECURITY 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify stakeholders and
team(s)’ RASCI for the security
(CIA+) of production data.

Trigger a delta threat modeling
to analyze security threats to the
production data.

Implement technologies to
ensure CIA+ of the build
artefacts e.g. strong
authentication, role-based
access.

Involve the Lead Security Ofcer
to support the implementation of
security controls to protect the
production data.

Implement security controls
(process-related requirements) to
protect the production data.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to security
of the production data
process-related requirements.

Implement mechanisms to audit
access to the production data.

Involved Roles: 
Software Security Manager
IT security team
Project Lead
System Architect
Security champion
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
Scrum Master

Table 58: DevOps Phase Deploy - Summary of Area A-D6

The reader can consult the following tables to gather more details about RefA Areas and recommended
practices in the DevOps Phase Deploy.

References 
(A-D3) Production Repository and Deployment Scripts Security 55
(A-D4) Secrets Protection 56
(A-D5) Deployed System Integrity 57
(A-D6) Production Data Security 58
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Table 59: References of Deploy Phase
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2.7 DevOps Phase: Operate 

The DevOps Phase Operate starts with the software-based system running in the production environment. In
traditional software development lifecycles, operation engineers ensure that the system performs accurately.
They manage confgurations and validate that the infrastructure supports the needs of the running system.

The main diference between DevOps and traditional development life cycles is as follows. Instead of
having an operations team taking care of a software application that is “delivered at hands” with instructions
about the intended run-time environment, a DevOps team operates a system with vast knowledge of the
confgurations and other operational requirements. This is particularly true for systems running over container
architectures where DevOps engineers provisioned the environment on demand for the particular application.

The IEC 62443-4-1 security process standard slightly describes compliance requirements for the
Operations phase. It focuses more on the development phases, the Dev part of DevOps: plan, code, build,
test, and release. RefA focuses on process requirements of the practices of Security Management (SM),
Security Guidelines (SG), Security Updates Management (SUM), and Management of Security Vulnerabilities
(DM). In addition, RefA includes security process requirements, that are frequently observed in operations
engineering teams using cloud environments.

In the following, RefA areas and artefacts are described based on the respective models shown in
Figure 8 References from description to models are based on the RefA-Id.

At the Operation phase, RefA denotes secure software engineering areas to ensure the software-based
system running in the production environment (A-D2). Same as in the Deployment Phase, DevOps teams
identify the repository(ies) where the production’s distribution package lies (D3). They should protect it
under the principles of need-to-know (A-O1). Similar actions should be taken to protect any credentials used
to operate the system (A-O2). Such credentials as recommended in earlier phases, should be stored in the
secrets vault (C19). To target system availability, RefA includes backup management (A-O4), an area that
although not mentioned in the IEC 62443-4-1, is common to comply with other IT security frameworks e.g.
ISO 27001 [14].

DevOps teams frequently use the cloud as an enabler to achieve continuous deployment. According to
RefA, DevOps teams should harden the network nodes (O1) that allocate the cloud services (A-O3). Any
security confguration that engineers apply, should comply with the confguration policies (O4) defned by the
organization (A-O6). In addition, they should procure appropriate identity and access permissions (A-O5) to
such network nodes.

To align with the DevOps principle of amplifying the feedback loops, RefA connects all the above-
mentioned Operation areas to the Plan phase area of process security requirements (A-P2) by stating that
secrets vault (C19), backup (O2), user access credential (O3) and security confguration policies (O4)
implement security control requirements (P16). Such requirements are to be listed in the security guidelines
(O5) that teams prepare since the release phase.

To complete the security lifecycle of the Operations Phase, RefA denotes the continuous security
updates management area (A-O8) where DevOps teams procure on-time fxing of security vulnerabilities in
the software-based system.
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Figure 8: The DevOps Phase Operate according to ReFA: The model in the upper part describes software
engineering areas and the model down shows the related artefacts, which serve as security compliance86
evidence.
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A-O1 : PRODUCTION REPOSITORY SECURITY 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify stakeholders and
team(s)’ RASCI for the security
(CIA+) of the production
repository.

Trigger a delta threat modeling
to analyze security threats to the
production repository.

Implement technologies to
ensure CIA+ of the build
artefacts e.g. strong
authentication, role-based
access.

Involve the Lead Security Ofcer
to support the implementation of
security controls to protect the
production repository.

Implement security controls
(process-related requirements) to
protect the production repository.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to security
of the production repository
process-related requirements.

Implement mechanisms to audit
access to the production
repository.

Involved Roles: 
Software Security Manager
IT security team
Project Lead
System Architect
Security champion
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
Scrum Master

Table 60: DevOps Phase Operate - Summary of Area A-O1
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A-O2 : SECRETS PROTECTION 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium Medium High

Summary 
Train developers to use vault to
protect production secrets.

Establish workfows that make
the use of the vault the simplest
way.

Implement a vault management
tool following the Defnition of
Done for continuous security
automation.

Defne RASCI for managing
CIA+ of the vault.

Implement security controls to
protect production secrets.

Connect development
environment tools to the vault
and ensure the security of the
interface.

Update the system architecture
and add the vault management
tool and its interfaces with
existent platform tools.
Establish workfows to avoid
secrets leaks - use SAST tools.

Involved Roles: 
Developers from DevOps Team (DevOps Engineer)
Developers from IT security team (Security Engineer)
System Architect
Security champion
Product owner(s)
Scrum master(s)
Project Lead
Business Owner

Table 61: DevOps Phase Operate - Summary of Area A-O2
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A-O3 : CLOUD SERVICES SECURITY 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify cross-functional teams
responsible to operate the system
in production.

Document architecture of the
production system. Map
production system components
(application, infrastructure and
data) and the related cloud
services.

Automate hardening
requirements that enforce
security confguration policies.

Defne stakeholders to defne and Document architecture of the Implement scripts to detect
manage security requirements to network node (nets, subnets). changes in the cloud operation
protect the system in production. Map network and the architecture.
It could be a working group. implementation through cloud

services e.g. Virtual Private
Cloud VPCs, IPs.

Train developers on the security Include operations architecture
aspects of the cloud technologies in the risk management strategy.
in place to operate the product. Trigger delta threat modeling in

the case of changes.
Identify security experts who
can guide/assess the
implementation of security
requirements in cloud services.

Analyze the cloud responsibility
model and document an instance
of the model for the project.

Train product owner and scrum
master to assess security
requirements.

Use the backlog to track security
requirements (security controls)
to ensure CIA+ of cloud services
in use. Apply defense-in-depth
principle.
For security requirements related
to hardening, ensure compliance
with established security
confguration policies.
Determine the impact of cloud
services security in DevOps
KPIs e.g. security risk
management status.

Involved Roles: 
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Developers (DevOps Engineer)
System Architect
Security champion
Lead Security Ofcer
Scrum Master

Table 62: DevOps Phase Operate - Summary of Area A-O3
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A-O4 : BACKUP MANAGEMENT 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify a cross-functional team
that will implement identity and
access management for cloud
services

Use the production system
architecture document to
maintain an inventory of the
production repository resources
including backup and
redundancy.

If using the cloud: confgure
cloud environment so that
provider take care of backups, if
required.

Involve the Lead Security Ofcer
to support the defnition and
implementation of security
controls to protect the build
repository.

Establish security control
requirements to ensure
availability of the production
repository resources including
backup and redundancy.

Implement and confgure tools to
automatically generate backups
of the elements in the production
repository that generate the
production system.

Implement security control
requirements related to back-up
management iterative shifting
left. E.g. ensure backup IaC
starting at the Code phase.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
System Architect
Project Lead
Security champion
Lead Security Ofcer
IT security team
Scrum Master

Table 63: DevOps Phase Operate - Summary of Area A-O4
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A-O5 : CLOUD SERVICES IDENTITY AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify a cross-functional team
that will implement identity and
access management for cloud
servies.

Use the production system
architecture document and threat
modeling techniques to identify
possible attack vectors related to
access to production
network/cloud

Confgure the project
management tool to trigger
automatic requirementsto
execute audits to users to cloud.

Train team members on security Use the backlog to track security Confgure cloud environment to
best practices for access requirements (security controls) enforce strong authentication
management in the cloud to ensure proper access control

to cloud services in use e.g.
password protection, roles.

Involve the Lead Security Ofcer
to support the defnition and
implementation of security
controls for access control
management.

Implement workfow to manage
access to production
network/cloud network. Link to
access control policies of the
organizational network.

Implement vault tools to manage
super user of cloud account

Enforce strong authentication
and least privilege to access
cloud services.
Ensure easy identifcation of
users and actions in cloud
services.
Perform regular audits of access
to cloud services. Track with
process-related requirements in
the backlog.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
System Architect
Project Lead
Security champion
Lead Security Ofcer
IT security team
Scrum Master
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Table 64: DevOps Phase Operate - Summary of Area A-O5
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A-O6 : SECURITY CONFIGURAITON POLICIES 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify cross-functional teams
responsible to operate the system
in production.

Document architecture of the
production system. Map
production system components
(application, infrastructure and
data) and the related cloud
services.

Automate hardening
requirements that enforce
security confguration policies.

Defne stakeholders to defne and Document architecture of the Implement scripts to detect
manage security requirements to network node (nets, subnets). changes in the cloud operation
protect the system in production. Map network and the architecture.
It could be a working group implementation through cloud

services e.g. Virtual Private
Cloud VPCs, IPs.

Train developers on the security Include operations architecture
aspects of the cloud technologies in the risk management strategy.
in place to operate the product. Trigger delta threat modeling in

the case of changes.
Identify security experts who
can guide/assess the
implementation of security
requirements in cloud services.

Analyze the cloud responsibility
model and document an instance
of the model for the project.

Train product owner and scrum
master to assess security
requirements

Use the backlog to track security
requirements (security controls)
to ensure CIA+ of cloud services
in use. Apply defense-in-depth
principle
For security requirements related
to hardening, ensure compliance
with established security
confguration policies.
Determine the impact of cloud
services security in DevOps
KPIs e.g. security risk
management status

Involved Roles: 
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Developers (DevOps Engineer)
System Architect
Security champion
Lead Security Ofcer
Scrum Master

Table 65: DevOps Phase Operate - Summary of Area A-O6

The reader can consult the following tables to gather more details about RefA Areas and recommended
practices in the DevOps Phase Operate.

References 
(A-O1) Production Repository Security 60
(A-O2) Secrets Protection 61
(A-O3) Cloud Services Security 62
(A-O4) Backup Management 63
(A-O5) Cloud Services Identity and Access Management 64
(A-O6) Security Confguration Policies 65

Table 66: References of Operate Phase
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2.8 DevOps Phase: Monitor 

In the DevOps Phase Monitor, DevOps teams, operation engineers, and service owners track the software-based
system health and availability [5].

The IEC 62443-4-1 security process standard has limited descriptions of process requirements for
monitoring the software product. It describes what to do with detected vulnerabilities in the Management of
Security Vulnerabilities (DM) practice, and indirectly to defne monitoring responsibilities in the Security
Management (SM) practice.

Figure 9 shows RefA areas and artefacts for the Monitor phase. In the following, we describe the
models, referencing the elements by names and in parenthesis the corresponding RefA-Id.

For RefA, security compliance practices build up over the team’s existent continuous monitoring
strategy (A-M1). Teams should monitor the security of the system (A-M2), the production repository (A-M3),
and the cloud services (A-M4). The security fndings resulting from monitoring are used as part of continuous
feedback to left phases (A-M5). To close this phase, RefA awares teams to establish security incident response
(A-M6), this will support well-handling of security events that afect the system’s availability, together with
making the process compliant not only with the IEC 62443-4-1 standard but with others like the ISO 27001
[15].

Operation teams should describe the scope of security monitoring activities in the monitoring plan
(M1). Continuous monitoring activities can focus on the application, the run time environment, data storage,
production repositories, and cloud services. Once the system runs in the production environment (D4),
operation engineers monitor the software-based system’s security through several techniques, which can be
evidenced in the following artefacts mentioned by RefA:

• Automated run-time checks and Defense Report (M2): This artefact is generated by techniques that
check the permanence of security confgurations in the production environment. This condition
will indicate that the operating system, (where the application runs, is working as expected with the
hardening confgurations that were defned. Usually, these reports are generated by automatic functions
that either check fundamental security confgurations or randomly inject failures to validate their
system’s handling. A common example of this report is generated by ad-hoc scripts that monitor the
container’s runtime key events e.g login [? ].

• Bug Bounty Report (M3): This artefact refers to fndings detected through bug bounty programs. Such
programs are implemented by companies that reward external individuals for discovering and reporting
system bugs directly to them [3].

• Smoke Test Report (M4): This artefact contains fndings from smoke tests. Smoke testing determines
whether the application is stable or not by executing a minimum set of system functionalities e.g. that
logging in is possible. Smoke tests are mostly described for the build and testing phases, however,
operation teams may also implement smoke testing techniques during the monitoring phase, to ensure
the proper function of the system through time [12].

• Vulnerability Scan Report (M5): Reports about vulnerabilities detected by vulnerability analysis tools
that automatically scan system components either application, environment, and data storage.
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• Operation Log (M6): This artefact is generated by any log activated for the production system
components(Application, Run-time Environment, and Data storage). Loggin activities could also apply
for security of the production repository (D3) and network node (O1).

• Red/Blue Team Exercises Report (M7). This artefact summarises learnings from Blue/Red Team
exercises. where the Red team attempts to attack the system, and the Blue team responds the attack on
demand. Such exercises test not only the system but the team´s ability to respond to attacks [6].

The reader can consult the following tables to gather more details about RefA Areas and recommended
practices in the DevOps Phase Monitor.

References 
(A-M1) Continuous Monitoring 68
(A-M2) Continuous System Security Monitoring 69
(A-M3) Continuous Production Repository Security Monitoring 70
(A-M4) Cloud Services Security Monitoring 71
(A-M6) Security Incident Response 72

Table 67: References of Operate Phase
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A-M1 : CONTINUOUS MONITORING 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify stakeholders and
team(s)’ RASCI for the security
(CIA+) of the production
repository.

Trigger a delta threat modeling
to analyze security threats to the
production repository.

Implement technologies to
ensure CIA+ of the build
artefacts e.g. strong
authentication, role-based
access.

Involve the Lead Security Ofcer
to support the implementation of
security controls to protect the
production repository.

Implement security controls
(process-related requirements) to
protect the production repository.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to security
of the production repository
process-related requirements.

Implement mechanisms to audit
access to the production
repository.

Involved Roles: 
Software Security Manager
IT security team
Project Lead
System Architect
Security champion
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
Scrum Master

Table 68: DevOps Phase Monitor - Summary of Area A-M1
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A-M2 : CONTINUOUS SYSTEM SECURITY MONITORING 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify cross-functional teams
to implement security
monitoring activities of the
system in operation.

Establish security monitoring as
part of the monitoring plan (part
of the development process).

Confgure code management tool
to manage security monitoring
code (scripts) in the same
workfow as regular code (if
applies).

Establish stakeholders RASCI Establish security monitoring Implement security monitoring
for security monitoring of the objectives considering tools to detect
system in operation. monitoring of application,

run-time environment, data
storage, and the related
production repositories and
network services e.g. cloud.

vulnerabilities/bugs of the
systems in operation.

Identify cross-functional teams
to perform red/blue team
exercises.

Aim for a balance to detect
issues afecting CIA+ of the
application, run-time
environment and data storage.
E.g implement smoke tests,
vulnerability scans, runtime
checks.

Implement security monitoring
tools incrementally shifting left.
Follow the Defnition of Done
for continuous security
automation.

Plan a roadmap for the
implementation and automation
of security monitoring.
Implement iterative and
incrementally.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to security
monitoring.

Determine the impact of security Implement tools to aggregate
monitoring in DevOps KPIs. and validate security fndings.

Use the project management tool
to track bugs or a security
fndings management tool.

Update the system architecture
by adding monitoring tools and
their interfaces. Trigger a delta
security risk analysis for these
tools.

Automate feedback-loop
workfows for security fndings
resulting from security testing
activities. Look at A-M5.
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Implement the feedback-loop
workfow to treat security
fndings resulting from
continuous monitoring. Look at
A-M5.
Track security fndings and
provide means to deduplicate,
aggregate and validate security
issues.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (Operations Engineer)
Operations Lead
Security Champion
System Architect
Scrum Master
Business Owner

Table 69: DevOps Phase Monitor - Summary of Area A-M2
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A-M3 : CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION REPOSITORY SECURITY MONITORING 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify stakeholders and
team(s)’ RASCI for the security
(CIA+) of the production
repository continuously.

Trigger a delta threat modeling
to analyze security threats to the
production repository
continuously.

Implement technologies to
ensure CIA+ of the build
artefacts e.g. strong
authentication, role-based
access.

Involve the Lead Security Ofcer
to support the implementation of
security controls to protect the
production repository
continuously.

Implement security controls
(process-related requirements) to
protect the production repository
continuously.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to security
of the production repository
continuously process-related
requirements.

Implement mechanisms to audit
access to the production
repository continuously.

Involved Roles: 
Software Security Manager
IT security team
Project Lead
System Architect
Security champion
Developers (DevOps Engineer)
Scrum Master

Table 70: DevOps Phase Monitor - Summary of Area A-M3
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A-M4 : CONTINUOUS CLOUD SERVICES SECURITY MONITORING 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology

Medium High High

Summary 
Identify cross-functional teams
to implement security
monitoring activities of the
system in operation.

Establish security monitoring as
part of the monitoring plan (part
of the development process).

Confgure code management tool
to manage security monitoring
code (scripts) in the same
workfow as regular code (if
applies).

Establish stakeholders RASCI Establish security monitoring Implement security monitoring
for security monitoring of the objectives considering tools to detect
system in operation. monitoring of application,

run-time environment, data
storage, and the related
production repositories and
network services e.g. cloud.

vulnerabilities/bugs of the
systems in operation.

Identify cross-functional teams
to perform red/blue team
exercises.

Aim for a balance to detect
issues afecting CIA+ of the
application, run-time
environment and data storage.
E.g implement smoke tests,
vulnerability scans, runtime
checks.

Implement security monitoring
tools incrementally shifting left.
Follow the Defnition of Done
for continuous security
automation.

Plan a roadmap for the
implementation and automation
of security monitoring.
Implement iterative and
incrementally.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to security
monitoring.

Determine the impact of security Implement tools to aggregate
monitoring in DevOps KPIs. and validate security fndings.

Use the project management tool
to track bugs or a security
fndings management tool.

Update the system architecture
by adding monitoring tools and
their interfaces. Trigger a delta
security risk analysis for these
tools.

Automate feedback-loop
workfows for security fndings
resulting from security testing
activities. Look at A-M5.
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Implement the feedback-loop
workfow to treat security
fndings resulting from
continuous monitoring. Look at
A-M5.
Track security fndings and
provide means to deduplicate,
aggregate and validate security
issues.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (Operations Engineer)
Operations Lead
Security Champion
System Architect
Scrum Master
Business Owner

Table 71: DevOps Phase Monitor - Summary of Area A-M4
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A-M6 : SECURITY INCIDENT RESPONSE 

Relevance of DevOps Aspects 
People Process Technology
High High High

Summary 
Identify cross-functional teams
who will respond to security
incidents

Establish a security incident
response plan.

Confgure the project
management tool to track
backlog items related to security
incident response.

Establish stakeholders RASCI
for security incident response.

Establish templates to report
incidents as well as incident
response chains.

Implement tools that aggregate
reports and logs to generate
dashboards for continuous
monitoring

Identify security experts who
can support incident response.

Exercise the security incident
response plan.

Train Scrum Master to deal with
dependencies on security
experts.

Notify communication channels
to customers so they can report
incidents.

Involved Roles: 
Developers (Operations Engineer)
Security Experts
Operations Lead
System Architect
Security Champion
Scrum Master
Software Security Manager
Business Owner

Table 72: DevOps Phase Monitor - Summary of Area A-M6
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3 RefA Catalogs 

RefA consists of models describing artefacts and practice areas for security compliance in DevOps (c.f.
section 2). In this Annex, the reader can fnd the RefA catalogs listing such practice areas 73 and artefacts74 .

Table 73: Catalog of practice areas of a security-compliant DevOps

RefA Areas 
Phase Area ID Area Name

Plan Programm

A-PP1 Program backlog management
A-PP2 Team security training and capabilities management
A-PP3 System development process and continously improvement
A-PP4 Security standards applicability analysis

Plan Team

A-P1 Team backlog management
A-P2 Functional security requirements
A-P3 Process security requirements
A-P4 Context and target security level
A-P5 Threat modeling
A-P6 Security risk analysis
A-P7 Security architecture and design

Code

A-C1 Product requirements implementation
A-C2 Application code
A-C3 Infrastructure code
A-C4 Everything as code
A-C5 Development branches management
A-C6 Code repository management
A-C7 Code versioning
A-C8 Code analysis
A-C9 Secure coding standards
A-C10 Software composition analysis
A-C11 Confguration fles protection
A-C12 Third-party components selection
A-C13 Infrastructure hardened resources
A-C14 Secrets protection
A-C15 Developer identity and access management
A-C16 Code repository protection
A-C17 Code security feedbackloop

Build

A-B1 Continuous integration
A-B2 Continuous build
A-B3 Code analysis and high-risk code tracking
A-B4 Software composition analysis
A-B5 Software bill of materials
A-B6 Third party component vulnerability analysis
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A-B7 Container security hardening compliance
A-B8 Security unit testing
A-B9 Distribution fles signature
A-B10 Build repository protection
A-B11 Security fndings management (feedback-loop)

Test

A-T1 Environments management
A-T2 Test repository protection
A-T3 System in a run-time testing environment
A-T4 Continuous security testing
A-P7 Continuous feedback of security vulnerabilities and fndings
A-B9 Tested distribution package signature

Release

A-R1 Continuous delivery
A-R2 Release candidate integrity
A-R3 Release candidate integrity and release repository protection
A-R4 Security guidelines preparation
A-R5 Software composition analysis
A-R6 Software bill of materials
A-R7 License clearing

Deploy

A-D1 Continuous delivery / continuous deployment
A-D2 System in run-time production environment
A-D3 Security of production repository and deployment scripts
A-D4 Secrets protection
A-D5 Deployed system integrity
A-D6 Production data security
A-D7 Security guidelines distribution

Operate

A-O1 Production repository security
A-O2 Secrets protection
A-O3 Cloud services security
A-O4 Backup management
A-O5 Cloud services identity and access management
A-O6 Security confguraiton policies
A-O7 Product security guidelines
A-O8 Continuous security updates management
A-D2 System in run-time production environment
A-P2 Process security requirements

Monitor

A-M1 Continuous monitoring
A-M2 Continuous system security monitoring
A-M3 Continuous production repository security monitoring
A-M4 Continuous cloud services security monitoring
A-D2 System in run-time production environment
A-M5 Continuous feedback of security vulnerabilities and fndings
A-M6 Security incident response
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Table 74: Catalog of artefacts of of a security-compliant DevOps

RefA Artefacts 
Phase Artefact ID Artefact Name

Plan Programm

PP1 Program Backlog
PP2 Backlog item
PP3 Process-related Requirement
PP8 Team Management Documentation
PP9 Organization structure, roles and assigned personnel

PP10 Team Security Qualifcations
PP11 Team Security Training and Assessment Programs
PP4 Product Development Process
PP5 SDLC Continous Improvement Plan
PP7 Security Standard’s Scope Documentation

PP12 Security Standard
PP13 Criteria for Standrad’s Applicability to Projects
PP14 Analysis for Standard’s Applicability to Projects
PP15 Standard Requirements Applicable to Project

Plan Team

P1 Team Backlog
P2 Backlog Item
P3 Backlog Item Documentation
P4 Product-related Requirement
P5 Process-related Requirement
P9 Security Requirement
P8 Applicable Technical Security Standard(s)
P16 Security Control Requirement
P6 Defnition of product’s target security level
P7 Product or Component Context Description
P12 Threat Model
P10 Security Risk Analysis
P11 Security Risk
P13 Architectural Design
P14 Defense in Depth Design
P15 Secure Design Best Practices

Code

P4 Product-related requirement
C1 Source Code
C2 Application Code
C3 Infrastructure Code
C4 CI/CD Pipeline Code
C5 Test Code
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C6 Other Code
C7 Developer Branch
C8 Local Code Repository
C9 Hash ID

C10 Code Review Rules
C11 Peer Code Review Report
C12 Static Code IDE Analysis Report
C13 Secure Coding Standard
C14 Software Composition Analysis Report
C15 Confguration File
C16 Third-party Component
C17 Container Images Registry
C18 Private Key
C19 Secrets Vault
C20 Developer Access Credential
C21 Central Code Repository
P2 Backlog Item

Build

B1 Master Branch
B2 Central Code Repository
C7 Development Security Analysis Report
B3 Continuous Integration Status Reports
B4 Distribution File (Binary/Non-binary)
B6 Compile and Build Report
B7 Static Code Analysis Report
B8 Changes on High-risk Code Report
B9 Software Composition Analysis Report

B10 Software Bill of Materials
B11 Third Party Component Vulnerability Analysis
B16 Container Security Hardening Policies Compliance Report
B12 Unit Test Report
B13 Unit Test Report of Security functionalities
B14 Digital Signature
B5 Build Repository
P2 Backlog item

B15 Security Findings Repository

Test

T5 Developer Test Environment
T6 Staging Environment
T7 User Access Environment
T2 Deployment to Test Script
T3 Test Repository
B5 Build Repository
T4 Testing System
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T8 Application
T9 Run-time Environment
T10 Test Plan
T11 Smoke Test Report
T12 User Acceptance Testing Report
T13 Dynamic Application Security Testing Report
T14 Fuzzy Testing Report
T15 Penetration Testing Report
T16 Environment Security Analysis Report
P2 Backlog Item

T18 Bugs Repository
T17 Security Fidnings Repository
T19 Digital Signature Test
T1 Signed Distribution Package

Release

R1 Pipeline Approval Check
R4 Release Script
T1 Signed Distribution Package
T3 Test Repository
T19 Digital Signature Test
R9 Digital Signature
R2 Signed Release Candidate
R3 Release Repository
R5 Security Guideline
R6 Software Composition Analysis Report
R7 Software Bill of Materials
R8 Software License Compliance List

R10 Vulnerability in Third-party Components Report

Deploy

D1 Pipeline Approval Check
R2 Signed Release Candidate
R3 Release Repository
D4 Production System
D5 Application
D6 Run-time Environment
D7 Run-time Environment
D2 Deployment Script
D3 Production Repository
C19 Secrets Vault
D8 Production Digital Signature
D9 Approved Security Guideline

D10 Production System Documentation Repository

Operate D3 Production Repository
C19 Secrets Vault
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O1 Network Node
O2 Backup
O3 User Access Credential
O4 Security Confguration Policy
O5 Approved Security Guideline
O6 Security Update
D4 Production System
D5 Application
D6 Run-time Environment
D7 Run-time Environment
P16 Security Control Requirement

Monitor

M1 Continuous Monitoring Plan
M2 Automated Runtime Checks and Defense Report
M3 Bug Bounty Report
M4 Smoke Test Report
M5 Vulnerability Scan Report
M6 Operation Log
M7 Red/BlueTeam Exercises Report
D3 Production Repository
D4 Production System
D5 Application
D6 Run-time Environment
D7 Run-time Environment
M8 Bugs Repository
M9 Security Findings Repository
P2 Backlog Item

M10 Security Incident Report
M11 Incident Response Plan
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